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ABSTRACT
Digital imaging and image processing technologies have revolutionized the way in which
we capture, store, receive, view, utilize, and share images. In image-based applications,
through different processing stages (e.g., acquisition, compression, and transmission), im-
ages are subjected to different types of distortions which degrade their visual quality. Image
Quality Assessment (IQA) attempts to use computational models to automatically evaluate
and estimate the image quality in accordance with subjective evaluations. Moreover, with
the fast development of computer vision techniques, it is important in practice to extract
and understand the information contained in blurred images or regions.
The work in this dissertation focuses on reduced-reference visual quality assessment of
images and textures, as well as perceptual-based spatially-varying blur detection.
A training-free low-cost Reduced-Reference IQA (RRIQA) method is proposed. The
proposed method requires a very small number of reduced-reference (RR) features. Exten-
sive experiments performed on different benchmark databases demonstrate that the pro-
posed RRIQA method, delivers highly competitive performance as compared with the
state-of-the-art RRIQA models for both natural and texture images.
In the context of texture, the effect of texture granularity on the quality of synthesized
textures is studied. Moreover, two RR objective visual quality assessment methods that
quantify the perceived quality of synthesized textures are proposed. Performance evalua-
tions on two synthesized texture databases demonstrate that the proposed RR metrics out-
performs full-reference (FR), no-reference (NR), and RR state-of-the-art quality metrics in
predicting the perceived visual quality of the synthesized textures.
Last but not least, an effective approach to address the spatially-varying blur detection
problem from a single image without requiring any knowledge about the blur type, level,
or camera settings is proposed. The evaluations of the proposed approach on a diverse
sets of blurry images with different blur types, levels, and content demonstrate that the
i
proposed algorithm performs favorably against the state-of-the-art methods qualitatively
and quantitatively.
ii
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the motivations behind the work in this dissertation and briefly
summarizes the contributions and organization of this dissertation.
1.1 Motivation
Image processing, computer vision, and applications of visual media continue to be
in high demand these days. Human observers are the ultimate users in most of these ap-
plications; furthermore, the most accurate way of assessing the perceived visual quality
of images is through subjective evaluation. However, subjective evaluations are expensive
and time consuming, which makes them impractical in real-world applications. Further-
more, subjective experiments are further complicated by many factors including viewing
distance, display device, lighting condition, context, subjects’ vision ability, and subjects’
mood. Therefore, it is necessary to design computational models that are capable of auto-
matically evaluating the quality of images in agreement with human quality judgments.
Image Quality Assessment (IQA) has been an active research topic over the past few
decades and a large number of methods have been designed to evaluate the quality of an
image. The objective of image quality assessment (IQA) is to provide computational mod-
els to measure the quality of an image as perceived by human subjects. The existing IQA
models not only contributed to the understanding of the human vision system (HVS), but
also have found a range of applications in image processing and computer vision such as
image and video coding and compression, digital watermarking, denoising, image syn-
thesis, restoration, segmentation, fusion, and various other areas. Therefore, the reliable
1
prediction of the quality of images and textures plays an important role in different image
processing and computer vision applications.
Natural and artificial textures occur frequently in images and in video sequences. In
[1], it has been shown that texture regularity can be used as an attribute for estimating the
quality of synthesized textures. However, there is no study on the effect of another texture
attribute, namely texture granularity, on the quality of synthesized textures. Therefore, it
is necessary to design subjective studies to conduct assessing the quality of synthesized
textures with different levels (low, medium, high) of perceived texture granularity using
different types of texture synthesis methods. Moreover, texture synthesis algorithms find
important applications in image and video coding, computer rendering, and hole filling. Al-
though there are quite a few texture synthesis algorithms, there are currently no satisfactory
objective methods that can reliably estimate the perceived visual quality of the synthesized
textures, and existing objective visual quality assessment methods do not perform satisfac-
torily when predicting the synthesized texture quality.
Many images contain blurred regions. Image blurriness/sharpness is typically affected
by the camera lens (e.g., manufacturing quality, focal length, aperture, and distance from
the image center), the imaging sensor (e.g., sensor size and density), camera/object motion,
atmospheric disturbances and focus accuracy. Spatially-Varying blur detection can be used
for different applications in image processing and computer vision including but not lim-
ited to blur magnification, depth estimation, segmentation, deblurring, restoration, motion
analysis and 3D scene reconstruction. Despite the success of existing spatially-varying blur
detection methods, there are only few methods focusing on spatially-varying blur detection
regardless of the blur type [2–7], and the rest perform well only on defocus blur or motion
blur. Moreover, the performance of most of the existing methods degrades drastically when
taking into account the effects of camera noise and distortion. Noise-free and artifact-free
assumptions could be unsuitable when dealing with real-word images.
2
1.2 Contributions
In Chapter 3, a training-free low-cost RRIQA method that requires a very small num-
ber of RR features is proposed. The proposed RRIQA algorithm is based on the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) of locally weighted gradient magnitudes. Contrast sensitivity
and neighborhood gradient information are applied to weight the gradient magnitudes in a
locally adaptive manner. The RR features are computed by measuring the entropy of each
DWT subband, for each scale, and pooling the subband entropies along all orientations,
resulting in L RR features (one average entropy per scale) for an L-level DWT.
In Chapter 4, the effect of a texture attribute, namely texture granularity on the quality of
synthesized textures is studied. For this purpose, subjective studies are conducted to assess
the quality of synthesized textures with different levels (low, medium, high) of perceived
texture granularity using different types of texture synthesis methods.
In Chapter 5, reduced-reference (RR) objective quality assessment methods that quan-
tify the perceived quality of synthesized textures is proposed. An initial RR metric is
proposed proposed metric is based on measuring the granularity, regularity, and statistical
attributes of the texture image. Further, an improved RR metric which takes into account
more statistical features as well as gradient domain information, is also proposed in this
chapter. Moreover, the proposed metric is based on measuring the spatial and statistical
attributes of the texture image using both image- and gradient-based wavelet coefficients at
multiple scales.
In Chapter 6, a novel effective approach to address the blur detection problem from a
single image without requiring any knowledge about the blur type, level, or camera settings
is proposed. Our approach computes blur detection maps based on a novel High-frequency
multiscale Fusion and Sort Transform (HiFST) of gradient magnitudes.
3
1.3 Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the background literature
for important concepts used in the dissertation. Chapter 3 presents the proposed RRIQA
method and the corresponding performance results. Chapter 4 describes the conducted sub-
jective evaluation study for determining the effect of texture granularity on the quality of
synthesized textures. Chapter 5 presents the proposed RRIQA methods for synthesized tex-
tures and the corresponding results. Chapter 6 describes the details for the proposed blind
spatially-varying blur detection method based on a single image as well as its applications.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of this work and presents possible future
research directions.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND MATERIAL
This chapter provides background material related to the research work described in
this thesis. Section 2.1 presents the background on subjunctive image quality assessment.
Section 2.2 presents the background on objective image quality measures, and Section 2.3
provides an overview of the evaluation metrics for the objective quality metrics.
The quality of digital images changes as a result of different distortions caused by
the image compression, storage, processing, acquisition and transmission processes. To
maintain, control, and enhance the quality of images, it is required for image processing and
computer vision applications to be able to identify and quantify image quality degradations.
Image quality assessment (IQA) methods can be categorized into subjective and objec-
tive methods [8, 9]. Subjective IQA directly assesses image quality by human subjects.
Although this approach is accurate and reliable, it is expensive and time-consuming for
real-world applications. In objective IQA the goal is to provide computational models that
can automatically predict the perceived image quality.
2.1 Subjective Image Quality Assessment
Human beings are the ultimate consumers of most image processing and computer
vision applications. Therefore, the most reliable way of assessing the quality of an image is
by subjective evaluation. To obtain a subjective quality assessment score human observers
are invited to judge the quality of the image or video sequence under predefined system
conditions. The resulting scores are usually reported in the form of mean opinion score
(MOS) values or differential mean opinion score (DMOS) values. For an image and using
an appropriate image quality scale, a larger MOS (smaller DMOS) denotes greater quality,
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whereas a smaller MOS (larger DMOS) denotes lesser quality.
Subjective tests usually include a training session before the actual test. Training ses-
sions are held for the human observers to become familiar with the task, including the
range of considered qualities and the interface (scores obtained during training sessions are
not recorded). However, subjective experiments can be effected by different such as fac-
tors viewing distance, display device, lighting condition, subjects’ vision ability, subjects’
mood, and fatigue. Furthermore, subjective evaluations are expensive and time consum-
ing, which makes them impractical in real-world applications. Therefore, there is a need
to design mathematical models that are capable of predicting the quality evaluation of an
average human observer.
Several quality-rating evaluations were conducted [10, 11], and the results of these
studies were released in the form of image quality databases. The image quality databases
generally contain the set of images used in the study, along with corresponding average
quality ratings for each image, and possibly each individual subject’s ratings (also called
raw subjective scores).
In the following we discuss various commonly used subjective quality rating scales and
ITU-T standards [12, 13].
• Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (DSCQS) [ITU-R Rec. BT.500-11] In the
DSCQS method, the reference and test content are shown to subjects twice in an al-
ternating fashion, where the order of those combinations is chosen randomly. After
the second content, subjects evaluate the overall quality of both contents on a contin-
uous scale of 0 to 100. The evaluators are not told which is content is the reference
and which is the processed.
• Double Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS) [ITU-R Rec.BT.500-11] Unlike the DSCQS,
in the DSIS, the evaluators are aware are told which is the reference content and
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which is the test content. In this method, the reference content and test content are
shown to subjects only once. Subjects evaluate the overall quality of the test content
on a discrete five-level scale from very annoying to imperceptible.
• Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Evaluation (SSCQE) [ITU-R Rec. BT.500-11] In
this method, the evaluators are only shown the test content usually of long dura-
tion (typically 20-30 minutes). The subjects continuously evaluate the instantaneous
quality by adjusting a slider real-time. The scale of the slider varies from bad to
excellent. This method is not frame accurate since there will be a delay between
perception of degradation and actual movement of the scaled slider.
• Stimulus Comparison [ITU-T Rec.P.910] In the stimulus comparison methods, two con-
tents are displayed and the evaluators provide a score for assessing the relation be-
tween the two presentations.
2.2 Objective Image Quality Measures
Although subjective image quality assessment is accurate and reliable, it is expensive
and time-consuming for real-world applications. The goal of objective image quality as-
sessment research is to design computational models that can predict perceived image qual-
ity accurately and automatically with the aim that the predicted quality scores highly cor-
relates with human judgment scores. Objective quality metrics can be divided into full-
reference (reference available or FR), no-reference (reference not available or NR), and
reduced-reference (RR) methods based on the availability of a reference image.
Moreover, objective image quality assessment methods can also be categorized into
general-purpose and distorted-specific approaches. In the first category the method is de-
signed to estimate the quality of images regardless of the distortion types. In the second
category, the methods is designed for a specific distortion type (e.g., blocking artifact). In
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practice, an effective distortion-based (application-specific) method can usually be made
simpler than a general-purpose method because the types of distortions are known. IQA
methods can be further divided into two main categories, training-free and training-based
methods. In training-based approaches, training or machine learning methods are used to
optimize the IQA performance. Training-based methods are either limited in their abil-
ity to achieve good performance across different distortion types, or involve training on
databases, or depend on parameters that need to be separately tuned based on prior knowl-
edge of artifacts that are present in the image.
2.2.1 Evaluation of Objective Quality Metrics
To quantify how well an IQA algorithm is correlated with the subjective scores, and can
predict the MOS or DMOS values from a particular database, it is important to evaluate
the algorithm in terms of three performance criteria recommended by the Video Quality
Experts Group [14], including the Pearson correlation coefficient (PLCC), Spearman rank
order correlation coefficient (SROCC), and root mean square error (RMSE).
The Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) is the linear correlation coefficient
between the predicted and subjective MOS/DMOS. The fidelity of an objective quality
assessment metric is considered to be high if the PL CC is close to 1 or −1. The PLCC is
defined by:
PLCC(x, y) =
∑
(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)√∑
(xi − x¯)2
√∑
(yi − y¯)2
, (2.1)
where xi and yi denote the predicted MOS/DMOS and the subjective MOS/DMOS, respec-
tively, and x¯ and y¯ denote the average of xi and yi, respectively.
The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (SROCC) is recommended in [14].
SROCC is being used to measure the prediction monotonicity of the predicted scores. This
metric operates only on the rank of the data points and ignores the relative distance between
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data points. The SROCC is defined by:
SROCC(x, y) =
∑
(Xi − X¯)(Y i− Y¯ )√∑
(Xi− X¯)2
√∑
(Y i− Y¯ )2 , (2.2)
where Xi and Yi denote the ranked predicted MOS/DMOS and the ranked subjective
MOS/DMOS, respectively, and X¯ and Y¯ denote the average of Xi and Yi, respectively.
The root mean square error (RMSE) is defined as:
RMSE =
√
1
N
∑
(xi − x¯)2, (2.3)
where N is the total number of images.
In order to bring the predictions to the same scale as the MOS/DMOS values and to
obtain a linear relationship between the predictions scores and MOS/DMOS, before com-
puting the PLCC and RMSE, , it is customary to apply a nonlinear transformation [9, 13].
The non-linear mapping function f(x) is given by the following equation:
f(x) =
β1 − β2
1 + e
(
x−β3
β4
)
+ β2, (2.4)
where x denotes the predicted quality for the image and f(x) denotes the quality score
after nonlinear fitting. βi, i = 1, 2, .., 4, are regression model parameters. The parameters
βi, i = 1, 2, .., 4, are chosen to minimize the MSE between the set of DMOS/MOS values
and the corresponding set of transformed predicted values f(xi). The minimization is
conducted under the constraint that f(x) must be a monotonic function of x over the range
of predicted values.
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Chapter 3
REDUCED-REFERENCE QUALITY ASSESSMENT BASED ON THE ENTROPY OF
DWT COEFFICIENTS OF LOCALLY WEIGHTED GRADIENT MAGNITUDES
In this chapter, we propose a training-free low-cost RRIQA method that requires a very
small number of RR features (6 RR features). The proposed RRIQA algorithm is based
on the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of locally weighted gradient magnitudes. We
apply human visual system’s contrast sensitivity and neighborhood gradient information to
weight the gradient magnitudes in a locally adaptive manner. The RR features are computed
by measuring the entropy of each DWT subband, for each scale, and pooling the subband
entropies along all orientations, resulting in L RR features (one average entropy per scale)
for an L-level DWT. Extensive experiments performed on seven large-scale benchmark
databases demonstrate that the proposed RRIQA method delivers highly competitive per-
formance as compared to the state-of-the-art RRIQA models as well as full reference ones
for both natural and texture images.
3.1 Introduction
Image and video compression and applications of visual media continue to be in high
demand these days. There has been an increasing demand for accurate image and video
quality assessment algorithms for different applications, such as image/video compression,
communication, printing, display, restoration, segmentation, and fusion. In the past decade,
a large number of methods have been designed to evaluate the quality of an image. The
objective of image quality assessment (IQA) is to provide computational models to measure
the quality of an image as perceived by human subjects. Specifically, existing IQA methods
can be categorized into subjective and objective methods [8]. Subjective IQA directly
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assesses image quality by human subjects. Although this approach is accurate and reliable,
it is expensive and time-consuming for real-world applications. In objective IQA, on the
other hand, the goal is to provide computational models that can automatically predict
the perceived image quality. Objective quality metrics can be divided into full-reference
(reference available or FR), no-reference (reference not available or NR), and reduced-
reference (RR) methods based on the availability of a reference image.
FR methods[15–21] usually provide the most precise evaluation results and perform
well in predicting the quality scores of human subjects in comparison with NR and RR
methods. However, in many practical applications, an IQA system does not have access to
reference images. Without the reference image, the IQA task becomes very difficult. NR
IQA algorithms can mainly be categorized into two approaches. One approach is to design
NR algorithms for a specific type of distortion (such as blocking, blurring, and compres-
sion) [22–24]. Another approach is training-based and makes use of training methods on
databases to estimate quality[25–27].
RRIQA methods provide a solution when the reference image is not fully accessible.
These methods generally operate by extracting a minimal set of parameters from the ref-
erence image (RR features); these parameters are later used with the distorted image to
estimate quality. Figure 3.1 shows the general framework for RRIQA systems. RRIQA
systems include a feature extraction process at the sender side for the reference image and
a feature extraction at the receiver side for the distorted image. The extracted reference fea-
tures, also known as side information, usually have a much lower data rate than the image
data and are typically transmitted to the receiver through an ancillary channel [8].
In designing RRIQA algorithms it is important to select the features in a way to be
sensitive to a variety of image distortions and be relevant to the visual perception of image
quality. Another important factor is to maintain a good balance between the data rate of
RR features and the accuracy of image quality prediction. For designing an effective RR
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Fig. 3.1: The General Framework for RRIQA Systems.
quality metric, we need to consider not only its performance, but also its RR data rate
for representing the extracted features. Therefore, how to balance the RR data rate and the
performance prediction is important for the RR quality metric development. In this chapter,
a training-free general-purpose RRIQA algorithm is proposed. Our proposed algorithm
exploits the characteristics of the human visual system, including contrast sensitivity and
the perceptual significance of edges, for extracting and enhancing perceptually-significant
features from the considered images. For this purpose, gradient magnitudes are computed
and are weighted in a locally adaptive manner based on the human visual system’s contrast
sensitivity and neighborhood gradient information. For an L-level wavelet decomposition
of the weighted gradient magnitude image, L RR features are obtained by computing for
each wavelet decomposition level, the entropy of DWT coefficients at that level.
This chapter is organized as follows. An overview of existing popular RRIQA metrics
is given in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents the proposed RRIQA index. Performance
results are presented in Section 3.4, followed by a conclusion in Section 3.5.
3.2 Existing RRIQA Methods
RRIQA methods can be classified into three categorizes based on their feature selec-
tion methods and their targeted applications[8, 28]. The first category is based on modeling
image distortions. RRIQA designed based on this approach are mostly developed for spe-
cific distortion types or application environments[29–32]. The second category is based
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on modeling the human visual system [33, 34], where perceptual features motivated from
computational models of low-level vision are extracted to provide a reduced description of
the image. The third type of approach is based on modeling image statistics and informa-
tion in different transform domains [35–47]. RRIQA methods can be further divided into
two main categories[8, 28], training-free and training-based methods. In training-based ap-
proaches, training or machine learning methods are used to optimize the IQA performance.
Among RRIQA algorithms just a few of them [35–41] are general-purpose training-free
methods and the rest are either limited in their ability to achieve good performance across
different distortion types or involve training on databases or depend on parameters that need
to be separately tuned based on prior knowledge of artifacts that are present in the image.
Moreover, their performance degrades with the reduction in the data rate (side information)
required from the reference.
3.2.1 Training-Free approaches
In [31], Gunawan et al. proposed a combined blockiness/blurriness detection method
based on a frequency-domain harmonic amplitude analysis that requires a subset of the
image information. In [32], Chono et al. used distributed source coding for remotely mon-
itoring the image quality by transmitting a Slepian-Wolf encoded bitstream as a feature
vector from the original image. In [33, 34], Cornec et al. modeled the human visual system
to extract perceptual features motivated from computational models of low-level vision.
The concept of quality-aware images was proposed in [35], where partial reference-image
information is embedded within the image and can be reliably extracted despite distortions.
Based on results in natural image statistics, Wang et al. [35] proposed the wavelet-domain
natural image statistic metric (WNISM). They modeled the marginal probability distribu-
tion of the wavelet coefficients of a natural image using a generalized Gaussian density
(GGD) function. The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) [48] is used to depict the distri-
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bution difference between the parametrized distribution of the reference and the empirical
distribution of the distorted image.
In [36], Xue et al. employed the Weibull distribution to describe the statistics of the
image gradient magnitude. They proposed an algorithm (βW-SCM) based on the steerable
pyramid, where an image is divided into a collection of subbands localized in both scale
and orientation. The strongest component map (SCM) is constructed for each scale. This
map is composed, at each location, of the coefficient with maximum amplitude among all
orientations for the considered scale. So at each location, only the strongest component is
kept while other weaker ones are suppressed. Then, the Weibull distribution is employed
to describe the statistics of the SCM. The scale and shape parameters of the Weibull dis-
tribution are estimated by fitting the Weibull function to the coefficients of the SCM with
maximum likelihood estimation. The Weibull scale parameters, one for each pyramid level,
represent the RR features. In [37], Zhang et al. proposed an edge pattern verification. They
utilized the statistics of edges for developing the RRIQA (RR-Edge).
In [38, 39], Ma et al. proposed a RRIQA method based on GGD modeling of the coef-
ficient distributions of the reorganized DCT (RDCT) subbands. After applying the RDCT,
they categorized the block-based DCT coefficients into a three-level coefficient tree, result-
ing in ten RDCT subbands and then modeled each RDCT subband by the GGD function.
The city-block distance (CBT) and mutual information (MI) values were employed to de-
pict the intra and inter RDCT relationships, respectively. The frequency ratio descriptor
(FRD) calculated in the RDCT domain is used to depict the frequency distribution of the
considered images. Finally the RRIQA is obtained by linearly combining the intra RDCT
subband GGD modeling, inter RDCT subband MI values, and the FRD value. In [40],
Wu et al. proposed a RRIQA index based on evaluating the visual content fidelities of the
primary visual information and the residual uncertainty. They used an autoregressive (AR)
model to predict the visual content and to decompose the input image into two portions, the
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orderly portion and the disorderly portion, where the orderly portion possessed the primary
visual information of the input scene and the disorderly portion consists of the residual
uncertainty. Then the fidelities of the two types of information are separately evaluated for
quality assessment.
In [41], Soundararajan et al. developed a training-free RRIQA framework (RRED)
based on an information theoretic framework. The image quality is measured via the dif-
ference between the entropies of wavelet coefficients of reference and distorted images.
3.2.2 Training/Tuning-Based approaches
In [29], Engel et al. proposed a RRIQA metric for use in wireless imaging by consid-
ering different structural information observed in the distortion model of wireless links. In
[42], Gao et al. proposed a RRIQA framework based on incorporating multiscale geometry
analysis (MGA), contrast sensitivity function (CSF), and the Weber’s law of just noticeable
difference (JND). In this scheme, images are represented by normalized histograms, which
correspond to visually sensitive coefficients. The quality of a distorted image is measured
by comparing the normalized histogram of the distorted image to that of the reference
image. Although this algorithm performs well, it needs to tune the JND threshold free
parameter for different distortions.
In [44], Lin et al. proposed a method based on the average directional information
(ADI), which is obtained from complex wavelet coefficients. The directional information
is represented by the inter-coefficient product (ICP) obtained from the complex wavelet
domain. In [45], Liu et al. proposed a RRIQA algorithm (SPCRM), which measures the
difference of the regularity of the phase congruency (PC) between the reference image and
the distorted image. The features are extracted from the PC via fractal analysis. Then the
image features are pooled as the quality score using the `1 norm. The results depend on
a tunable parameter, the image block size, to estimate the fractal dimension of the image
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surface and also to determine the feature length. Two versions were proposed in [45], one
based on the intensity image (SPCRM-INT) and the other based on the partial gradient
image (SPCRM-SCHARR).
Modeling the marginal probability distribution of the wavelet coefficients of natural
images using the GGD is further extended in [46], where an additional divisive normal-
ization transform (DNT) [49] step is introduced before computing the KLD. In [46], Li et
al. proposed an algorithm that makes use of Gaussian scale mixtures (GSM) to model the
natural image statistics. The KLD between the DNT coefficients’ distributions of the ref-
erence and distorted images is used to represent the image perceptual quality. This method
is referred to as RR-DNT. In [47], Rehman et al. proposed a general-purpose RRIQA (RR-
SSIM) based on natural image statistics modeling, which is motivated by the success of
the FR SSIM index. RR-SSIM combined the GSM-based statistics in a multi-scale and
multi-orientation DNT-domain. A regression-by-discretization method is then applied to
fit the metric to the FR SSIM index during a training stage and to normalize the measure
across image distortion types.
3.3 Proposed RRIQA Index
In the proposed RRIQA method, given a reference or distorted image I as an input,
RR features are computed as shown in Figure 3.2. After computing the RR features for
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Images; (g) and (h) Locally Weighted Gradient Images Computed via (3.4).
both the reference and distorted images, the quality of the distorted image is estimated by
computing a weighted sum of squared difference between the reference and distorted im-
age features. For computing the RR features (Figure 3.2), the input image (reference or
distorted) is first processed by applying a Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) based filter
resulting in the filtered image ICF . The gradient magnitude map, IGM , of the resulting fil-
tered image, ICF , is then computed and locally weighted. An L-level DWT of the weighted
gradient magnitude image is performed. Details about the CSF-based filtering, local adap-
tive weighting of gradient magnitudes, DWT and entropy computations are given below.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the steps of the proposed RRIQA method on a reference and distorted
image. The RR features are obtained by computing the entropy of each DWT subband and,
for each scale, averaging the subband entropies along all orientations, resulting in L RR
features for an L-level DWT.
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3.3.1 CSF based Filtering
The CSF measures the sensitivity of the HVS to the various frequencies of visual stim-
uli. Here an adjusted CSF model which is applied given by:
HCSF (f, θ) = H1(f, θ)H2(f, θ), (3.1)
where f denotes the radial spatial frequency in cycles per degree of visual angle (c/deg),
and θ ∈ [−pi, pi] denotes the angular frequency. In (3.1), H1(f, θ) is the frequency response
of a circularly symmetric Gaussian filter and H2(f, θ) is the frequency response of a CSF
model originally proposed by Mannos and Sakrison[50] and adjusted by Daly[51]. The
frequency response of the Gaussian filter, H1(f, θ), is given by:
H1(f, θ) = exp(−2pi2σ2f 2), (3.2)
where σ is a parameter that controls the cutoff of the filter. In our implementation, the
filter size and σ are selected to be 8 × 8 and σ = 0.5, respectively, which results in a
lowpass filter with a relatively very high cutoff frequency in order to filter out very high
frequency components that are perceptually insignificant without significantly affecting the
perceptually relevant edge components. H2(f, θ) is given by[50, 51]:
H2(f, θ) =

2.6(0.0192 + λfθ) exp[−λfθ],
0.981,
f ≥ fpeak
otherwise
, (3.3)
where λ = 0.114 as in [16, 52, 53], and fθ = f0.15cos(4θ)+0.85 accounts for the oblique
effect[53]; in other words, fθ represents an orientation-based modification of f which leads
to a decrease in the contrast sensitivity along diagonal orientations.
The adjusted CSF model (3.1) is applied by filtering the input image, where the filtering
can be performed in the frequency domain via ICF = F−1[H˜CSF (u, v)F [I]], where F [·]
and F−1[·] denote the DFT and inverse DFT, respectively. The quantity H˜CSF (u, v) denotes
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a DFT-based version of HCSF (f, θ), where u, v are the DFT indices. The resulting filtered
image is denoted as ICF . Examples of ICF are shown in Figures 3.3(c) and (d) for a
reference image and corresponding distorted version, respectively.
3.3.2 Locally Adaptive Weighting of Gradient Magnitudes
Perceptually motivated features at different scales and orientations can be modeled by
Gaussian derivative functions in terms of retino-cortical information[54], and can be rep-
resented using gradient magnitudes (GM). The image gradient is a popular feature in IQA
[21, 27, 36, 45, 55] since it can effectively capture local image structures, to which the HVS
is highly sensitive. At this stage, the gradient magnitude IGM of the image ICF resulting
from the previous CSF-based filtering stage is computed. IGM is computed as the root
mean square of image directional gradients along two orthogonal directions (see Figure 3.3
(e) and (f)). IGM measures the strength of local luminance change. Although IGM conveys
important visual information, it is not sufficient by itself to estimate the image quality ac-
curately. As shown in the literature [27, 56–58], a locally adaptive normalization process is
performed by the human visual system, and such a normalization process has been shown
to result in a stable statistical image representation [49]. Different normalization methods
were adopted in the literature including adaptive gain control [56], divisive normalization
models [57, 58], and local energy methods [27].
In the proposed method, our normalization model makes use of ICF and IGM in order
to enhance the local image structure while removing the contrast variations in a locally
adaptive manner across the whole image. This adaptive weighting is performed based on
the local background luminance and the local structure in order to account for the effect
of luminance masking and contrast/texture masking and how these influence the visibility
of distortions[23, 24]. Toward this end, a locally weighted gradient image is computed.
The locally weighted gradient image uses the information in ICF and IGM jointly to take
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into account the effect of local background luminance (given by information in ICF ) as
well as local image structure (given by information in IGM ) on distortion visibility. In our
proposed method, the locally weighted gradient image is computed as follows:
IˆGM(i, j) =
IGM(i, j)
α(i, j) + C
, (3.4)
where
α(i, j) =
√∑∑
(i′ ,j′ )∈Ωi,jINF (i
′ , j ′)w(i′ , j ′), (3.5a)
INF (i, j) =
I2GM(i, j) + I
2
CF (i, j)
2
, (3.5b)
w(i, j) =
K(i, j)∑
i,jK(i, j)
. (3.5c)
In (3.5a) Ωi,j is a local window centered at (i, j), and w(i
′
, j
′
) are positive symmetric
weights satisfying
∑
i
′
,j
′w(i
′
, j
′
) = 1 via (3.5c), where K(i, j) denotes a Gaussian kernel
coefficient at (i, j) with window size 8 × 8 and σ = 0.5. In (3.4), a constant is added
when α(i, j) has a small value. Examples of locally weighted gradient images are shown
in Figures 3.3 (g) and (h). Figure 3.4 illustrates the gradient magnitude map without the
proposed local weighting fails in effectively capturing some types and levels of distortions.
Moreover, from Figure 3.4, it can be clearly seen that, in contrast to the gradient magnitude
map which does not change much under different types and levels of distortions (Figure 3.4
(b) and close-ups shown in Figures 3.4 (d), (f), (h), (j), (l)), our proposed locally weighted
gradient magnitude map (Figure 3.4(c) and close-ups shown in Figures 3.4 (e), (g), (i), (k),
(m)) can reflect more clearly the local changes in the image structures caused by different
distortion types and levels.
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Fig. 3.4: Comparison Between IGM and IˆGM Maps. (a) First Row Represents the Input Images (I).
(b) Second Row Represents the Corresponding Gradient Magnitude Images (IGM ) of the First Row
Images. (c) Third Row Represents the Corresponding Locally Weighted Gradient Magnitude Map
Images (IˆGM ) of the First Row Images. Close-up Images of IGM and IˆGM Are Provided in the
Forth Row, Where (d), (f), (h), (j), and (l) Belong to the Corresponding IGM Images in the Second
Row, and (e), (g), (i), (k), and (m) Belong to the Corresponding IˆGM Images in the Third Row.
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3.3.3 DWT Coefficients Computation
Visual images are subjected to local spatial frequency decompositions in the visual
cortex [18, 59]. The structural information in natural images may loosely be described
as smoothness, texture, and edge information composed by local spatial frequencies that
constructively and destructively interfere over scales to produce the spatial structure in nat-
ural scenes [25]. Although the proposed locally weighted gradient map captures the local
image structure and structural distortions, it is important for reduced-reference quality as-
sessment to efficiently represent the captured structure using as few discriminating features
as possible. This can be achieved using a multi-scale representation as different structural
components can be more effectively captured and represented at certain scales.
In the literature of neural physiology[57], it has been shown that wavelet transforms
provide a convenient framework for localized representation of signals simultaneously in
space and frequency. They have been widely used to model the processing in the early
stages of biological visual systems and have also become the preferred form of representa-
tions for many image processing and computer vision algorithms [35, 60, 61]. Therefore,
in our reduced-reference IQA model, a multiscale DWT decomposition is used to decom-
pose the proposed locally weighted gradient magnitude map into components at different
scales (fine to coarse) in order to extract relevant features that are sensitive to various image
distortions.
Both the reference and distorted images are decomposed into different subbands using a
steerable pyramid wavelet decomposition. Is,oDWT is used to denote the wavelet coefficients
of image IˆGM at the oth orientation and the sth scale.
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3.3.4 Entropy Computation and Pooling
The proposed training-free RRIQA method is based on the Entropy of DWT coeffi-
cients of Locally weighted Gradient (REDLOG).
Differential entropy is a fundamental measure of the uncertainty associated with a prob-
ability distribution [48]. The uncertainty of shape and structure knowledge of an image
can be computed by its entropy [62]. Images with varying edge orientations and complex
shapes have a relatively high entropy. Alternatively, images with straight edges will pro-
duce energy at a single orientation or very peaked distributions so they have a low entropy
[62, 63]. Computing the entropy of the wavelet coefficients of IˆGM at each scale and orien-
tation is used in this work to represent efficiently the information about the image structure
using as few features as possible for reduced-reference visual quality assessment. The
pooled entropies across orientations at each scale are used as RR features and to estimate
the visual quality.
LetHs,o denote the computed entropy value of the DWT coefficients, after removing the
mean value and converting to unsigned 8-bit integers, for the sth scale and oth orientation
(Is,oDWT ), and let I
s,o,k
DWT , k = 1, . . . ,Ms,o, denote all the values of I
s,o
DWT . The entropy of
Is,oDWT is given by:
Hs,o = −
Ms,o∑
k=1
p(Is,o,kDWT ) log p(I
s,o,k
DWT ), (3.6)
where p is the probability density function associated with Is,oDWT . After computing the
entropies for all the scales and orientations, the entropies Hs,o are pooled at each scale
s, s = 1, ..., Ns along the orientations as follows:
Hs =
No∑
o=1
log(1 +Hs,o), (3.7)
where Hs represents the pooled value of entropies over all the orientations of the sth scale.
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Let Hrs and H
d
s represent pooled entropies of the reference and distorted images at the
sth scale, respectively. The value of Hrs at each scale constitutes a RR feature and would be
sent through the ancillary channel for the reference image. The total number of RR features
is equal to the number of scales Ns. In the implementation, a 6-level decomposition, with
4 orientations at each scale is used, which results in only 6 RR features.
3.3.5 REDLOG Index Computation
The proposed reduced-reference quality index, which denoted as REDLOG, is com-
puted as follows:
REDLOG = log
(
C
Ns∑
s=1
(Hrs −Hds )2(Md + 1) + 1
)
, (3.8)
where Hrs and H
d
s denote, respectively, the pooled DWT entropies at the s
th scale for the
reference and distorted images, Ns denotes the number of decomposition levels (scales),
and C is a scaling constant. In our implementation, C is set to 50. In (3.8), Md is given by:
Md =
Ns∑
s=1
No∑
o=1
Mds,o, (3.9)
where Ns and No denote the number of scales and orientations, respectively, and Mds,o is
the mean absolute value of DWT coefficients at the sth scale and oth orientation for the
distorted image. As the quality of an image degrades, the REDLOG index value increases.
The proposed REDLOG index has a low data rate, as only a small set of RR features
are extracted from the reference image (6 features). The amount of information required as
RR features can be reduced further by changing the number of scales.
As shown in Section IV, our proposed REDLOG index not only works well for natural
images, but also works well for texture images with different distortions.
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3.4 Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed REDLOG index is analyzed in terms of
its ability to predict subjective ratings of image quality for both natural and texture images.
The performance of the proposed method is evaluated in terms of prediction accuracy,
prediction monotonicity, and prediction consistency, and provide comparisons with existing
state-of-the-art RRIQA methods.
The performance of REDLOG is evaluated for different numbers of scales and orien-
tations and therefore different numbers of RR features. Moreover, to make statistically
meaningful conclusions on the models’ performance, a series of hypothesis tests based on
the prediction residuals (errors in predictions) after nonlinear regression is conducted.
3.4.1 Databases and Performance Measures
To quantify the performance, REDLOG is applied to seven different image quality
databases including natural image (LIVE, CSIQ, TID2008, TID2013, Toyama, and IVC)
and texture (QualTex) databases.
The LIVE database [64] contains 779 distorted images with five types of distortions
(JPEG2000 compression, JPEG compression, white noise contamination, Gaussian blur,
and fast fading channel distortion of JPEG2000 compressed bitstream) at different distor-
tion levels. The Categorical Image Quality (CSIQ) database [20] contains 866 distorted
images of six types of distortions at four and five distortion levels. The distortion types in-
clude JPEG compression, JPEG2000 compression, global contrast decrements, white noise,
additive pink Gaussian noise, and Gaussian blurring. The Tampere Image database 2008
(TID2008) [65] includes 1700 distorted images with 17 distortion types at four distortion
levels. The TID2013 database [66] contains 3000 distorted images, including 25 refer-
ence images, 24 types of distortions for each reference image, and five levels of distortion.
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The IVC database [67] includes 185 distorted images with four types of distortions. The
Toyama-MICT database [68] contains 196 images, including 168 distorted images gen-
erated by JPEG and JPEG2000 compression. The QualTex database [69] contains 340
distorted images extracted from 10 reference texture images, with six types of distortions
(JPEG2000 compression, JPEG compression, white noise contamination, Gaussian blur,
subpixel-shift, and synthesis with parameter quantization) for each reference image. These
images cover the range of different texture types such as regular, non-regular and stochastic
textures as well as varying ability to mask different types of noise and distortions.
For performance evaluation, three commonly used performance metrics are employed.
The prediction monotonicity of REDLOG is measured via the Spearman rank-order corre-
lation coefficient (SROCC). This metric operates only on the rank of the data points and
ignores the relative distance between data points. A regression analysis is also applied to
provide a nonlinear mapping between the objective scores and either the subjective mean
opinion scores (MOS) or difference of mean opinion scores (DMOS). The Pearson linear
correlation coefficient (PLCC) is measured between MOS (DMOS) and the objective scores
after nonlinear regression. The root mean squared error (RMSE) between MOS (DMOS)
and the objective scores after nonlinear regression is also measured. For the nonlinear-
ity relation measurement, the following logistic nonlinearity mapping function is used as
suggested by [17]:
f(x) =
β1 − β2
1 + e
(
x−β3
β4
)
+ β2, (3.10)
where x denotes the predicted quality for the image and f(x) denotes the quality score after
nonlinear fitting, and βi, i = 1, 2, .., 4, are regression model parameters.
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3.4.2 Performance Comparison
As stated earlier, seven databases were used to evaluate the proposed REDLOG index
and compare its performance with existing RRIQA methods.
Natural Images
Most of the existing RRIQA were designed to predict the quality of natural images. Table
3.1 shows the results obtained using the proposed REDLOG and various state-of-the-art
RRIQA algorithms for different distortion types in the LIVE database. From Table I, it can
be seen that the proposed REDLOG index achieves the best or (near) second best perfor-
mance for JPEG, JPEG2000, and Fast Fading distortions, while requiring the lowest num-
ber of RR features. For the AWGN and Gaussian blur distortions, although the proposed
REDLOG does not yield the best results, it still achieves a consistently high performance
with a very small number of RR features.
Table 3.2 shows the obtained performance evaluation results of our proposed algorithm
on the LIVE, CSIQ, IVC, Toyama, TID2008, and TID2013 databases in comparison with
state-of-the-art RRIQA algorithms as well as FR IQA methods such as PSNR and MS-
SSIM[70]. As shown in Table 3.2, the proposed REDLOG index is not only competitive
with training-free RR and FR IQA algorithms, but also has a comparable or even better per-
formance as compared to trained/tuned-based RRIQA methods. The results show that our
index (REDLOG) yields high correlation with the subjective quality ratings while requir-
ing the smallest number of RR features (only 6) and being independent from the size of the
image. In comparison, the performance of RRED[41] and SPCRM-SCHARR[45] depends
on the number of features. As the number of features decreases to a smaller number, their
performance degrades. Table 3.2 provides the results for SPCRM-SCHARR[45] with 32
features and RRED[41] with Image Size
576
features (between 342 to 682 features depending on
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Table 3.1: PLCC and SROCC of Different RRIQA Algorithms for Different Types of Distortions
in the LIVE Database. Bold Entries Are the Best and Second-Best Performers.
PLCC
# Features JPEG JPEG2000 AWGN Gaussian Blur Fast Fading Overall
RRED[41] 342 ≤ Image Size
576
0.9788 0.9600 0.9845 0.9318 0.7838 0.9066
DNT marginal[46] 48 0.9329 0.8461 0.8769 0.9265 0.9178 0.8949
RR-SSIM[47] 36 0.9543 0.9435 0.9772 0.9154 0.9178 0.9194
SPCRM-SCHARR[45] 32 0.9512 0.9293 0.9311 0.9493 0.8924 0.8379
Wu et al. [40] 30 0.8952 0.9325 0.9574 0.9554 0.9445 0.7252
WNISM [35] 18 0.9291 0.9261 0.8897 0.8873 0.9230 0.7365
Ma et al. [38] 18 0.9311 0.8452 0.8914 0.9304 0.9191 0.8831
βW-SCM[36] 6 0.9225 0.9531 0.9755 0.9454 0.9243 0.8173
REDLOG (proposed) 6 0.9612 0.9582 0.9204 0.9483 0.9597 0.9372
SROCC
# Features JPEG JPEG2000 AWGN Gaussian Blur Fast Fading Overall
RRED[41] 342 ≤ Image Size
576
0.9725 0.9536 0.9763 0.9221 0.7549 0.8964
DNT marginal[46] 48 0.9238 0.8371 0.8619 0.9214 0.9066 0.8882
RR-SSIM[47] 36 0.9532 0.9278 0.9642 0.8692 0.9178 0.9129
SPCRM-SCHARR[45] 32 0.9444 0.9273 0.9273 0.9401 0.8861 0.9131
Wu et al. [40] 30 0.8851 0.9503 0.9463 0.9612 0.9413 0.7325
WNISM [35] 18 0.9542 0.9335 0.8701 0.9145 0.9227 0.7651
Ma et al. [38] 18 0.9242 0.8383 0.8805 0.9302 0.9102 0.8792
βW-SCM[36] 6 0.9121 0.9521 0.9715 0.9371 0.9258 0.8391
REDLOG (proposed) 6 0.9500 0.9523 0.9302 0.9349 0.9638 0.9455
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the image size in the database). The proposed REDLOG achieves the best results in terms
of PLCC, SROCC, and RMSE values for the LIVE, CSIQ, TOYAMA, and TID2013 among
all the mentioned RRIQAs. For the TID2008 and IVC databases, REDLOG achieves the
best PLCC and RMSE, and the second best rank for SROCC among all the RRIQAs. In
Table 3.2, although SPCRM-SCHARR[45] yields a prediction performance that is com-
parable to REDLOG, SPCRM-SCHAR[45] requires a significantly higher number of RR
features (32 RR features) as compared to the proposed REDLOG index (only 6 RR fea-
tures). Moreover, the proposed REDLOG index performs nearly as well as the popular
MS-SSIM[70].
Comparing our proposed REDLOG index to the RRIQA methods [36, 45] that make use
of the image gradient magnitude, it can be seen from Table II that, although the method of
[36] needs the same small number of features as our algorithm, the method of [36] results
in a significant drop in performance and does not perform consistently well across different
datasets. In addition, the proposed REDLOG index not only results in a better performance
as compared to the method of [45] but it also requires a significantly lower number of RR
features.
In Table 3.3, the proposed algorithm is evaluated in terms of the number of features
that need to be sent, where REDLOGs,o denotes evaluating REDLOG with s scales, re-
sulting in s RR features, and o orientations. REDLOG is applied on the LIVE and TID2013
databases and its performance is evaluated by varying the number of scales and orienta-
tions. As shown in Table 3.3, for a fixed number of orientations, increasing the number
of scales results on average in an increase in the performance of the proposed REDLOG.
Moreover, decreasing the number of orientations from 4 to 2, results in a significant drop
in accuracy of the estimated quality.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of REDLOG vs. Various IQA Algorithms on Different Databases. Bold
Entries Are the Best and Second-Best Performers.
LIVE database CSIQ database IVC database
IQA measure # Features PLCC SROCC RMSE PLCC SROCC RMSE PLCC SROCC RMSE
PSNR FR 0.8700 0.8760 13.368 0.7512 0.8058 0.1732 0.6719 0.6884 0.9023
MS-SSIM[70] FR 0.9430 0.9445 9.0956 0.8998 0.9138 0.1145 0.8934 0.8847 0.5474
RRED[41] 342 ≤ Image Size
576
0.9066 0.8964 11.7944 0.8003 0.8083 0.1574 0.7698 0.8384 1.2184
DNT marginal[46] 48 0.8949 0.8882 11.7862 0.7009 0.7027 0.1872 0.6316 0.6099 0.9446
RR-SSIM[47] 36 0.9194 0.9129 11.3026 0.8426 0.8527 0.1413 0.8177 0.8154 0.7014
SPCRM-SCHARR[45] 32 0.8379 0.9131 27.3086 0.7892 0.8889 0.2625 0.7919 0.8186 1.2184
WNISM [35] 18 0.7365 0.7651 18.4814 0.7124 0.7431 0.1842 0.5311 0.4114 1.0322
βW-SCM[36] 6 0.8173 0.8391 15.7351 0.6827 0.6455 0.1918 0.5267 0.4512 1.0357
REDLOG (proposed) 6 0.9372 0.9455 9.5224 0.8560 0.8576 0.1357 0.8559 0.8544 0.6301
Toyoma database TID2008 database TID2013 database
IQA measure # Features PLCC SROCC RMSE PLCC SROCC RMSE PLCC SROCC RMSE
PSNR FR 0.6329 0.6131 0.9688 0.5232 0.5530 1.1435 0.7018 0.6394 0.8832
MS-SSIM[70] FR 0.8935 0.8864 0.5621 0.8425 0.8528 0.7299 0.8299 0.7872 0.6917
RRED[41] 342 ≤ Image Size
576
0.7564 0.8199 1.2514 0.5637 0.6272 1.3419 0.6321 0.6625 1.2397
DNT marginal[46] 48 0.6733 0.6521 0.9253 0.5964 0.5722 1.0772 0.6526 0.6532 0.9831
RR-SSIM[47] 36 0.8051 0.8003 0.7423 0.7231 0.7210 0.9270 0.7324 0.6621 0.8231
SPCRM-SCHARR[45] 32 0.7145 0.8067 1.2514 0.6812 0.7614 1.3419 0.7099 0.7190 1.2397
WNISM [35] 18 0.6542 0.6322 0.9464 0.5891 0.5119 1.0843 0.6247 0.5202 0.9680
βW-SCM[36] 6 0.7008 0.7036 0.8927 0.5536 0.5414 1.1176 0.6291 0.6083 0.9637
REDLOG (proposed) 6 0.8829 0.8876 0.5877 0.7326 0.6864 0.9134 0.7400 0.6829 0.8339
Texture Images
Most of the IQA algorithms were developed for natural images and they do not typically
perform well on texture images. Here it is shown that our proposed REDLOG index not
only performs well on natural images, but it also works well for estimating the quality
of texture images. The proposed locally weighted gradient map is able to capture the
perceived structural distortions while reducing the effect of those that are masked by the
original image/visual texture structure. Furthermore, the proposed multi-scale feature rep-
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Table 3.3: Effect of Changing the Number of Scales and Orientations in REDLOG in Terms of
PLCC and SROCC for the LIVE and TID2013 Databases.
LIVE TID2013
PLCC SROCC PLCC SROCC # Features
REDLOG1,2 0.5633 0.5766 0.5481 0.5358 1
REDLOG2,2 0.6761 0.6841 0.5702 0.5801 2
REDLOG3,2 0.8826 0.8901 0.6799 0.5991 3
REDLOG4,2 0.9008 0.9021 0.7023 0.6602 4
REDLOG5,2 0.9031 0.9081 0.7322 0.6701 5
REDLOG6,2 0.9064 0.9072 0.7324 0.6739 6
REDLOG1,4 0.6929 0.6951 0.5621 0.5141 1
REDLOG2,4 0.7524 0.7522 0.6031 0.5922 2
REDLOG3,4 0.8815 0.8917 0.6917 0.6125 3
REDLOG4,4 0.9263 0.9325 0.7325 0.6521 4
REDLOG5,4 0.9317 0.9391 0.7392 0.6818 5
REDLOG6,4 0.9372 0.9455 0.7400 0.6829 6
resentation can efficiently capture changes in the image/visual texture structure using very
few parameters. Table 3.4 shows the performance of our index together with existing FR
and RRIQA methods on the QualTex database. As shown in Table 3.4, REDLOG exhibits
the best performance among all existing FR and RRIQA methods.
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Table 3.4: Comparison of REDLOG vs. Various IQA Algorithms on the QualTex Database. Bold
Entries Are the Best and Second-Best Performers.
QualTex database
IQA measure # Features PLCC SROCC RMSE
PSNR FR 0.1985 0.5153 1.17356
MS-SSIM[70] FR 0.7525 0.6972 0.5600
VIF[18] FR 0.7478 0.6921 0.5726
VSNR[19] FR 0.6704 0.6252 0.6680
CWSSIM [71] FR 0.7881 0.7694 0.5232
MAD[20] FR 0.7539 0.7346 0.7817
STSSIM[72] FR 0.7601 0.6785 0.7732
RRED[41] 3072 < Image Size
64
0.6713 0.6363 0.8819
RR-SSIM [47] 36 0.7423 0.7059 0.7922
SPCRM-SCHARR[45] 32 0.6791 0.8387 1.1898
WNISM [35] 18 0.7230 0.7216 0.8220
βW-SCM[36] 6 0.8516 0.8405 0.5413
REDLOG (proposed) 6 0.9022 0.8564 0.5131
3.4.3 Statistical Analysis
To make statistically meaningful conclusions on the models’ performance, a series of
hypothesis tests is further conducted based on the prediction residuals (errors in predic-
tions) of each model after nonlinear regression. Tables 3.5 (a)-(c) present significance test
results on the LIVE, CSIQ and TID2013 databases, respectively. The Jarque-Bera (JB)
statistic[73] was used to verify that the methods’ prediction residuals follow the Gaussian
distribution. The left-tailed F-test is applied to the residuals of every two methods to be
compared; in other words, the left-tail F-test is used to determine whether the population
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Table 3.5: Statistical Significance Tests of the Competing IQA Models on the (a) LIVE, (b) CSIQ
and (c) TID2013 Databases. A Value of ’1’ Indicates That the Model in the Row is Significantly
Better Than the Model in the Column, a Value of ’0’ Indicates that the Model in the Row is Worse
Than the One in the Column, and a Value of ’-’ Indicates That the Two Models Have No Statistical
Difference in Performance.
LIVE PSNR MS-SSIM[70] WNISM [35] RR-SSIM [47] RRED[41] SPCRM-SCHARR[45] βW-SCM[36] REDLOG
PSNR - 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
MS-SSIM[70] 1 - 0 0 0 1 1 0
WNISM [35] 1 1 - - 0 0 0 0
RR-SSIM [47] 1 1 - - - 0 1 0
RRED[41] 1 1 1 - - 0 1 1
SPCRM-SCHARR[45] 1 0 1 1 1 - - -
βW-SCM[36] 0 0 1 0 0 - - 0
REDLOG 1 1 1 1 0 - 1 -
(a)
CSIQ PSNR MS-SSIM[70] WNISM [35] RR-SSIM [47] RRED[41] SPCRM-SCHARR[45] βW-SCM[36] REDLOG
PSNR - 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
MS-SSIM[70] 1 - 1 1 0 0 1 0
WNISM [35] 1 0 - 0 0 0 0 0
RR-SSIM [47] 1 0 1 - - 0 0 0
RRED[41] 1 1 1 - - 0 0 0
SPCRM-SCHARR[45] 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 -
βW-SCM[36] - 0 1 1 1 0 - 0
REDLOG 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 -
(b)
TID2013 PSNR MS-SSIM[70] WNISM [35] RR-SSIM [47] RRED[41] SPCRM-SCHARR[45] βW-SCM[36] REDLOG
PSNR - 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
MS-SSIM[70] 1 - 1 0 0 1 - 0
WNISM [35] 1 0 - 1 0 0 - 0
RR-SSIM [47] 1 1 0 - 0 1 0 0
RRED[41] 1 1 1 1 - 1 0 0
SPCRM-SCHARR[45] 1 0 1 0 0 - 1 1
βW-SCM[36] - - - 1 1 0 - 0
REDLOG 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 -
(c)
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variance of the first input (indicated by the row) is less than that of the second input (indi-
cated by the column). If the residuals are not Gaussian, the test for significance is consider-
ably more difficult and often inconclusive. A value of H=1 indicates that the F-test rejects
the null hypothesis at the default 5% significance level, which means that the first model
(indicated by the row) has better IQA performance than the second model (indicated by the
column) with a confidence greater than 95%. A value of H=0 means that the first model is
not significantly better than the second one, in which case the second model can be better
than or similar to the first model. If H=0 is obtained no matter which one of the two models
is taken as the first one, then the two models have no significant difference in performance,
and the symbol ’-’ is shown in Table V to indicate that the two models are equivalent in
performance; otherwise, a value of 0 is shown in Table V indicating that the first model is
worse than the second model. As shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.5, REDLOG performs the best
on the considered databases in terms of prediction accuracy and the number of needed RR
features. It should be noted that, while SPCRM-SCHARR [45] is shown in Table 3.5 to
result in a prediction performance that is comparable to REDLOG, SPCRM-SCHAR [45]
requires a significantly higher number of RR features (32 RR features) as compared to the
proposed REDLOG index (only 6 RR features).
3.5 Conclusion
Most of the existing RRIQA methods need to either train or tune their algorithms to
assess the quality of the images accurately. There are just a few training-free RRIQA
algorithms that perform well without training and tuning. However, these algorithms need
to send a relatively large amount of information as RR features. Finding a balance between
the number of RR features and the predicted image quality is at the core of the design of
RRIQA methods. In this chapter, a RR-training-free-IQA method proposed. The proposed
method, REDLOG, not only needs a very small number of RR features (6 RR features)
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independent from the size of the image, but also results in a high quality prediction accuracy
over a variety of image databases, including both natural and texture images.
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Chapter 4
EFFECT OF TEXTURE GRANULARITY ON SYNTHESIS QUALITY
This chapter presents the influence of texture granularity on the perceived quality of
textures that are synthesized through parametric and non-parametric approaches. We show
through subjective testing that textures with different degrees of perceived granularity ex-
hibit different degrees of vulnerability to synthesis artifacts.
4.1 Introduction
Textures on natural and man-made objects have served as an important visual cue for
the recognition, segmentation and classification of these objects. Textures can be described
as patterns of pixel intensities. The pattern that is spatially repeated throughout the texture
in some regular or irregular manner is called a primitive. The analysis of the inherent prop-
erties of textures plays a significant role in many applications such as content-based image
retrieval [74], defect detection on fabrics [75], and texture synthesis [76]. A texture can
be characterized using a collection of image primitives [77]. These primitives can exhibit
varying degrees of regularity (see Figure 4.1) in their spatial placements, size, shape, tonal
properties, directionality, and varying degrees of granularity as shown in Figure 4.2.
Natural and artificial textures occur frequently in images and in video sequences. Tex-
tures are very good candidates for lowering the bit-rate when synthesized due to their high
spatial frequencies [78, 79]. Image/video coding systems based on texture synthesis can
make use of a reliable texture synthesis quality assessment method in order to improve the
compression performance in terms of perceived quality and bit-rate. Typically, the texture-
based image/video codecs attempt to save on bit-rate by synthesizing the texture regions
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Fig. 4.1: Examples of Regularity in Textures.
at the decoder such that the synthesized regions perceptually resemble the original tex-
ture. This is achieved by sending a sample texture patch or synthesis parameters which
represent the original textures, and are typically very small size compared to the original
image [78, 80]. The effect of texture regularity on perceptual quality of compressed tex-
tures was studied in [80] abd it shown that textures with different degrees of perceived
regularity exhibit different degrees of vulnerability to compression artifacts, for the same
degree of compression. Further, it also shown that the regularity of textures directly affects
the perceived loss in fidelity due to compression.
In this chapter, the effect of another texture attribute, namely texture granularity, on the
quality of synthesized textures is studied. For this purpose, subjective studies are conducted
to assess the quality of synthesized textures with different levels (low, medium, high) of
perceived texture granularity using different types of texture synthesis methods.
In image processing, granularity is formally defined as the field that, among other
things, deals with determining the size distribution of particles in an image [81]. In other
words, granularity is taken as the size of the elementary particles that make up the funda-
mental structure of a texture. The overall perceived granularity of textures is due to size,
shape, orientation, and distribution of particles that make up a given texture and the ac-
cumulated effect of all these factors. Granularity information may be used in the areas
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Fig. 4.2: Examples of Granularity in Textures.
of image segmentation, shape-from-shading, pattern recognition, image compression, and
computerized tomography. Here the effect of different degrees of granularity on texture
synthesis is analyzed.
The various texture synthesis methods produce different types of visual artifacts that
lead to a loss in fidelity of the synthesized textures compared to the original. These artifacts
include misalignment, blur, tiling and loss in periodicity of the primitives. It is shown as
part of this work that the granularity level of a texture has a direct impact on the perceived
loss in fidelity of the synthesized texture and this loss in fidelity varies from one synthesis
method to another. In other words, for synthesizing a texture of a given granularity, one
method may have a perceptually better performance compared to another. The various
parametric [60, 82], and non-parametric texture synthesis approaches [83–86], differ in
their speed, perceptual quality, and the amount of side information needed for synthesizing
textures.
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The chapter is organized as follows. Popular texture synthesis methods as well as tex-
ture synthesis quality assessment methods are reviewed in Section 4.2. The perceived loss
in image fidelity of the synthesized textures with different levels of granularity is quan-
tified through subjective testing in Section 4.3, and results are presented in Section 4.4.
Conclusions are presented in Section 4.5.
4.2 Existing Methods
4.2.1 Texture synthesis methods
Texture synthesis methods can be broadly classified into parametric approaches and
non-parametric. Moreover, within these two categories both statistical and non-statistical
based approaches were presented. In parametric based approaches, the texture is character-
ized and described through a set of parameters. In non-parametric approaches a region of
the original texture called the ”seed” or the ”exemplar” is used for the texture synthesis.
Examples of parametric methods include [60, 82, 87, 88]. Motivated by psychophysical
and computational models of human texture discrimination [87, 88], Heeger and Bergen
[82] proposed a method to analyze texture in terms of histograms of filter responses at
multiple scales and orientations. Matching these histograms iteratively was sufficient to
produce very good synthesis results for stochastic textures. However, since the histograms
measure marginal, not joint, statistics they do not capture important relationships across
scales and orientations, thus the algorithm fails for more structured textures. Portilla and
Simoncelli [60] used pairwise statistics to improve synthesis results for structured textures
at the cost of a more complicated optimization procedure.
Non-parametric methods can be further classified into pixel-based and patch-based
methods. The pixel-based synthesis approaches [84, 86, 89], are slow since they synthesize
only one pixel at a time. Also, they might lead to a loss of local structure and to a grainier
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texture compared to the original. The quality and speed of pixel-based approaches can be
improved by synthesizing patches rather than pixels at a time. This is because contiguous
pixels belonging to a particular patch in the input texture are more likely to be contiguous
in the output texture. However, in patch-based algorithms like [83, 85, 90], when patches
overlap with each other, handling the conflicting pixels in the overlapped regions becomes
necessary. Blending the overlapped regions as in [90] can cause blurry artifacts. Instead of
blending, the work by Kwarta et al. [83, 85] finds an optimal boundary between adjacent
patches in the overlapped regions via graph cut.
A brief description of five algorithms [60, 84–86, 91] used in the conducted subjective
study follows. Efros et al. [85] (denoted as Algorithm 1 or Alg 1 for short) developed
a non-parametric patch-based texture synthesis algorithm called ’image quilting’. For ev-
ery new patch to be synthesized and stitched, the algorithm first searches the source texture
and chooses one candidate patch that satisfies the pre-defined error tolerance with respect to
neighbors along the overlapped region. As mentioned already, patch-based approaches of-
ten introduce unwanted visual artifacts along overlapped boundaries. To disclose the min-
imum error path through the overlapped region, the minimum error boundary cut (MEBC)
method [85, 92] is applied to smooth the transition between the overlapping boundaries of
adjacent patches.
Earlier, Efros et al.[84] (denoted as Algorithm 2 or Alg 2 for short) developed a non-
parametric method that enforces statistics locally one pixel at a time to synthesize textures.
The conditional distribution of each pixel, given all its neighbors synthesized so far, is
estimated by searching the sample image and finding all similar neighborhoods. The texture
is modeled as a Markov Random Field (MRF). This implies that the probability distribution
of intensity values for a pixel, given the intensity values of its spatial neighborhood, is
independent of the rest of the image.
Wei et al. [86] (denoted as Algorithm 3 or Alg 3 for short) extended Efros et al.[84]’s
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approach to multiple frequency bands and used vector quantization to speed up the pro-
cessing. In their method instead of matching neighborhood pixels from a single image,
they perform the matching based on two adjacent levels in Gaussian pyramids. They also
apply tree structured vector quantization (TSVQ) to accelerate the algorithm by two orders
of magnitude. They visit the pixels in a raster scan order as well as using a multi-scale
framework.
Portilla et al. [60] (denoted as Algorithm 4 or Alg 4 for short) proposed a paramet-
ric statistical model based on matching wavelet coefficients of multi-scale oriented filter
responses. The parameters include the first and second order statistics of the filter coeffi-
cients of the neighboring orientation and scale. This method describes any texture through
few parameters and thus achieves a very compact representation of textures.
Galerne et al. [91] (denoted as Algorithm 5 or Alg 5 for short) proposed a parametric
texture synthesis method. The method[91] is based on properties of two sample-based
texture models namely random phase noise (RPN) [93] and asymptotic discrete spot noise
(ADSN) [91].
4.2.2 Texture synthesis quality assessment
Subjective quality studies are important to quantity the fidelity of the synthesized tex-
tures. These studies which encompass textures with different attributes are needed to de-
velop better objective quality metrics for texture synthesis quality. There are very few
studies in the literature which attempt to measure the quality of the synthesized textures.
Gide and Karam [69] created a texture database (QualTex) consisting of 340 distorted im-
ages (including distortions due to synthesis, JPEG2000 compression, white Gaussian noise,
Gaussian blur, sub-pixel shifts) extracted from 10 reference texture images, which were
evaluated by a group of 20 human subjects. They evaluated several existing mainstream
full reference quality metrics with the help of a recently developed quality assessment
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framework (IVQUEST) [94]. As shown in their work[69], traditional objective metrics do
not perform well on texture images and there is a need for specialized texture quality met-
rics. The subjective study presented by Swamy et al. [95] considered synthetic textures
to measure the subjective quality of the synthesized textures. A parametric model is also
presented to objectively measure the perceived quality of the synthesized textures.
In a practical setup, it is important to conduct the subjective quality assessment using
natural textures observed in the objects found around us. Varadarajan and Karam [96] pre-
sented a subjective study using natural textures with different texture regularity attributes
to assess the perceived quality of the synthesized textures. In order to predict the quality
of the synthesized textures, an objective metric based on texture regularity is proposed. It
is also shown that in [96] popular objective quality metrics do not correlate well with the
subjective scores. The main reason for this limitation is that most of the methods rely on
pixel-based matches, which is not appropriate to compare the synthesized textures. In this
study the effect of the granularity attribute of textures on the quality of the synthesized
textures is investigated.
4.3 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the effect of granularity on synthesized textures, 21 reference textures from
the GranTEX database [97] are selected and 105 synthesized textures were generated by
applying, on each of the selected 21 textures, the 5 texture synthesis algorithms [60, 84–
86, 91] described in Section 4.2.1. The GranTEX image database consists of textures with
low, medium and high granularity levels. In Figure 4.2, examples for low, medium and
high granularity textures are shown. A low granularity texture will have large primitives
(objects) as compared to medium and high granularity textures. For high granularity tex-
tures the primitive sizes are very small.
A subjective study was conducted on the 105 synthesized textures that were generated
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Fig. 4.3: A snapshot of the graphical user interface (GUI) that was used for the subjective experi-
ments.
using the 5 texture synthesis algorithms [60, 84–86, 91] which span the parametric, non-
parametric, statistical, and non-statistical methods. Since not all the algorithms support
the synthesis of color images, the grayscale texture images were used in the subjective
experiments. All the algorithms used 64×64 size image patches as the input and generated
256× 256 images as the output.
The subjects were presented both original and synthesized textures side by side on
an Alienware monitor (model AW2310). A total of 105 image pairs were presented to
every subject. The subjects were screened for normal visual acuity and color blindness
conditions. Seventeen subjects volunteered to participate in this study. The display order
was randomized from run to run. The subjects were asked to score the overall quality of the
synthesized texture for each observed texture using a five-point scale from bad to excellent,
where a score of 1 represents lowest quality and 5 represents highest quality. A snapshot
of the graphical user interface (GUI) that was used for the subjective experiments is shown
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Fig. 4.4: Samples of synthesized textures using algorithms 1-5 [85, 84, 86, 60, 91] for different
granularity levels.
in Figure 4.3. Samples of synthesized textures using algorithms [85, 84, 86, 60, 91] are
shown in Figure 4.4.
4.4 Results
The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) obtained from the subjective study represents the
perceived quality of the synthesized textures when compared with the original textures.
Figure 4.5 shows the average MOS for each granularity level. It can be observed that,
for all the algorithms, the general trend is that MOS scores are lowest for low granularity
textures and highest for high granularity textures.
Table 4.1 also lists the MOS values for different texture granularity levels. The overall
trend in the synthesized quality of the textures is Alg1>Alg3>Alg4>Alg2>Alg5. Alg1
is a patch-based non-parametric method which performs the best as compared to other
methods. This method is able to preserve the local structure of the texture primitive when
the primitive size is small or medium. Alg3 is a pixel-based method but uses a hierarchical
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Fig. 4.5: Comparison of average MOS scores for Algorithms 1-5 [85, 84, 86, 60, 91].
approach and hence is able to capture some of the local structures in the image. Alg2 is
a non-parametric pixel-based method and performs poorly for most of the textures. Alg4
and Alg5 are parametric methods. Both of these methods perform very poorly, especially
for low- and medium-granularity textures.
From both Figure 4.5 and Table 4.1, it can be seen that, except for Alg 1, the synthesis
quality for low- and medium-granularity textures is very poor for all the algorithms. In
these cases, synthesis artifacts are caused because it is more difficult to maintain the struc-
ture of the objects with smaller input patches. An objective granularity metric[97] can be
used to tune the texture synthesis method in order to achieve improved texture synthesis
quality.
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Table 4.1: MOS Scores for Low, Medium and High Granularity Textures.
Granularity Alg1[85] Alg2 [84] Alg3[86] Alg4[60] Alg5[91]
LOW 2.4992 1.2294 1.8545 1.1150 1.0133
MED 3.7153 1.5004 2.5607 1.2143 1.0000
HIGH 4.1453 2.4706 3.7250 2.9129 2.1846
Average MOS 3.4533 1.7335 2.7134 1.7474 1.3993
4.5 Conclusion
Textures are important for maintaining details in image and video content. Texture syn-
thesis methods can help to achieve high compression while maintaining the overall fidelity
of the image and video content. Subjective and objective metrics for texture synthesis qual-
ity assessment are needed to design improved compression systems and improved image-
based rendering methods. In this study the relationship between the granularity level of the
textures and the perceived quality of the synthesized textures for five different algorithms
is presented. It is found that the non-parametric methods [85, 86] outperform other well-
known parametric methods. An objective granularity metric[97] can be possibly used to
decide the patch size of the non-parametric algorithms in order to achieve improved visual
synthesis quality.
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Chapter 5
REDUCED-REFERENCE SYNTHESIZED-TEXTURE QUALITY ASSESSMENT
This chapter presents reduced-reference (RR) objective quality assessment methods that
quantify the perceived quality of synthesized textures. Here, we propose two training-free
reduced-reference objective quality assessment methods that quantify the perceived quality
of synthesized textures.
First, an initial RR metric (STQA) is proposed, which is based on measuring the gran-
ularity, regularity, and statistical attributes of the texture image. Furthermore, the proposed
RR metric exhibits a significantly low overhead as compared to existing RR metrics by
only requiring the transmission of 7 parameters as side information.
Further, an improved RR metric (IGSTQA) is proposed. The improved RR metric is
based on measuring the spatial and statistical attributes of the texture image using both
image- and gradient-based wavelet coefficients at multiple scales. It is shown to achieve
a higher performance in terms of correlation with the subjective scores as compared to
NAME RR metric at the expense of requiring more side information (9 parameters as com-
pared to only 7 parameters for STQA).
Performance evaluations on two synthesized texture databases demonstrate that our
proposed RR synthesized texture quality metrics significantly outperform full-reference
(FR) and RR state-of-the-art quality metrics in predicting the perceived visual quality of
the synthesized textures.
5.1 Introduction
Natural and artificial textures are important components in multimedia and graphics
applications. Textures are widely used in different multimedia applications, such as multi-
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Fig. 5.1: Examples of a Reference Texture as well as a High- and Low- Quality Synthesized Texture.
media image processing[98], texture perception and description[87, 99–104], texture seg-
mentation and recognition[105–109], and synthesis[60, 83, 85, 110]. Texture synthesis is
an important research topic; the use of an efficient synthesis algorithm can benefit many
important applications in multimedia, computer graphics, and image and video process-
ing. Given an example texture, the goal of texture synthesis algorithms is to generate a
new sample of texture which, to a human observer, appears to be the same as the reference
texture (see Figure 5.1). Over the past several decades, a large body of research has fo-
cused on developing accurate and efficient texture synthesis algorithms. Different texture
synthesis methods produce different types of visual artifacts that lead to a loss in fidelity
of the synthesized textures compared to the original. These artifacts include misalignment,
blur, tiling, and loss in the periodicity of the primitives (see Figure 5.1). The introduced
artifacts alter the statistical properties in addition to the granularity and regularity attributes
as compared to the original reference texture. Despite advances in texture modeling and
synthesis, there is little work on developing algorithms for assessing the visual quality of
synthesized textures.
The objective of the synthesized texture quality assessment is to provide computational
models to measure the quality of a synthesized texture as perceived by human subjects.
However, there are currently no satisfactory objective methods that can reliably estimate
the perceived visual quality of synthesized textures. Based on the availability of a reference
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image, objective quality metrics can be divided into full-reference (reference available or
FR), no-reference (reference not available or NR), and reduced-reference (RR) methods.
FR methods usually provide the most precise evaluation results for natural images.
However, in many practical applications, the visual quality assessment (VQA) system does
not have access to reference images. RR visual quality assessment (RRVQA) methods
provide a solution when the reference image is not completely accessible. These methods
generally operate by extracting a set of features from the reference image (RR features).
The extracted RR features are later used with the distorted image (e.g., synthesized texture)
to estimate quality. RRVQA systems generally include a feature extraction process at the
sender side for the reference image and a feature extraction at the receiver side for the
distorted image. The RR features that are extracted from the reference image, have a much
lower data rate than the reference image data and are typically transmitted to the receiver
through an ancillary channel[111].
Given two synthesized versions of a visual texture, a human observer can easily select
which of the two synthesized versions represents the reference texture better (see Figure
5.1). However, this task is extremely challenging from a computational standpoint. As it
is shown later in this paper, existing modern objective VQA algorithms that are designed
for natural images fail to accurately and reliably predict the quality of the synthesized tex-
tures. In natural image quality assessment, the assumption is that if a test image is high
quality, the local structure of that test image should be very similar to the reference image.
However, for synthesized texture quality assessment, the local structure of the synthesized
texture may be different as compared to the reference texture, but the synthesized texture
can still be perceived to be very similar to the reference texture if some main properties of
the texture patterns are preserved. Given a reference texture image and two corresponding
synthesized versions, a human observer can easily determine which version better repre-
sents the original texture. However, automating this task is still very challenging. The
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process of automatically assessing the perceived visual quality of synthesized textures is
ill-posed because the synthesized textures are not required to have pixel-wise correspon-
dences with the original texture but can still appear perceptually equivalent (see Figure
5.1).
Natural image statistics and structural similarity are used in existing popular objective
image quality assessment (IQA) methods that are designed for natural images [15, 70, 112–
115]. SSIM [15] uses the mean, variance, and co-variance of pixels to compute luminance,
contrast, and structural similarity, respectively. MS-SSIM [70] and CWSSIM [112] ex-
tended SSIM to the multiscale and complex wavelet domain, respectively. State-of-the-art
RR metrics such as RRIQA [46] and RRSSIM [116] require training and/or tuning of pa-
rameters to optimize the IQA performance. Training-free RRIQAs [36, 117, 118] usually
need a large number of RR features (side information) and their performance degrades
with the reduction of the amount of side information. In [117], Soundararajan et al. devel-
oped a training-free RRIQA framework (RRED) based on an information theoretic frame-
work. The image quality is computed via the difference between the entropies of wavelet
coefficients of reference and distorted images. Golestaneh and Karam [119] proposed a
training-free RR IQA based on the entropy of the divisive normalization transform of lo-
cally weighted gradient magnitudes. In [36], Xue et al. proposed a method (βW-SCM)
based on the steerable pyramid. The strongest component map (SCM) is constructed for
each scale. Then, the Weibull distribution is employed to describe the statistics of the SCM.
The Weibull scale parameters, one for each pyramid level, represent the RR features.
More specific to texture images, a FR structural texture similarity index (STSIM) was
proposed in [71, 72]. Moreover, Swamy et al.[95] proposed an FR metric that uses Portilla’s
constraints [60] along with the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD). In [96], Varadarajan
and Karam proposed a RR VQA metric for texture synthesis based on visual attention
and the perceived regularity of synthesized textures. The perceived regularity is quantified
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through the characteristics of the visual saliency map and its distribution.
In this chapter, two training-free RR Synthesized Texture Quality Assessment methods
are proposed. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
two proposed RR synthesized texture quality assessment methods. Performance results are
presented in Section 3, followed by a conclusion in Section 4.
5.2 Proposed RR Visual Quality Assessment Methods for Synthesized Textures
5.2.1 Reduced-reference synthesized-texture quality assessment based on multi-scale
spatial and statistical texture attributes
This section presents the proposed RR synthesized texture quality assessment (STQA)
index. Given a reference or distorted image as an input, RR features are computed as
shown in Figure 5.2. First an N -level undecimated wavelet decomposition[120] of the
input texture image is performed (N = 5 in our implementation), where the input texture
image is divided at each level into three subbands, namely low-low (LL), horizontal-high
(HH) and vertical-high (VH) subbands as in [78]. Our proposed STQA index quantifies the
perceived synthesized texture quality by extracting statistical features of the input texture
at each level (scale), and spatial granularity [78] and regularity features at one dominant
scale.
The dominant scale at each level j (j = 1 to 5) is determined by computing the
SSIM[15] between the LL band and the original resolution image and finding the high-
est level j at which the LL subband maintains important structural information as follows
in [78]:
SSIM(I, LLj+1) ≥ T and SSIM(I, LLj+1) ≤ T (5.1)
where I is the input texture image and LLj denotes the LL subband at the jth level. The HH
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Fig. 5.2: Computation of the RR Features For the Proposed RR STQA Index.
and VH subbands at the dominant scale are denoted HH∗ and VH∗, respectively. For com-
puting the granularity,G, and regularity,R, features, local peaks are detected by locating as
in [78] the local maxima of the wavelet coefficients’ magnitude (absolute value) along the
rows and columns of the HH∗ and VH∗ subbands, respectively. Distances between adjacent
located peaks are calculated for every row (column) in the HH∗ (VH∗) subband. The gran-
ularity, G, and regularity, R spatial features for the considered texture image are computed,
respectively, as the mean and standard deviation of the computed distances.
Furthermore, let Kj denote the mean kurtosis of the jth level HH (HHj) and the jth
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level VH (VHj) subbands. The proposed STQA index is given by:
STQA = 1− exp(−Dβ), (5.2)
where β = 0.1 and D is computed as:
D =
(|4G|+ C) + (|4R|+ C) +∑Nj=1(|4Kj|+ C)
(|4G|+ C).(|4R|+ C).∏Nj=1(|4Kj|+ C) . (5.3)
In (5.3), C is a small number included to stabilize the division with weak denomina-
tor (C = 0.125 in our implementation), 4G denotes the granularity difference between
the synthesized and original texture, 4R denotes the regularity difference between the
synthesized and original texture, and 4Kj denotes the kurtosis difference between the
synthesized and original texture for the jth subband decomposition level.
5.2.2 Reduced-reference synthesized texture quality assessment via multi-scale spatial
and statistical texture attributes of image and gradient magnitude coefficients
This section describes the proposed reduced-reference Image- and Gradient-based Wavelet
domain Syntheized Texture Quality (IGSTQA) index. Given an input reference texture and
a synthesized texture, Figure 5.3 shows the framework of our improved proposed method.
In our proposed method, the RR features are extracted in the wavelet domain from both the
spatial image I and its gradient magnitude IGM . The image gradient is a popular feature in
IQA [21, 36, 55], since it can effectively capture local image structures to which the HVS
is highly sensitive. The gradient magnitude IGM of the input image is computed as the root
mean square of the image directional gradients along two orthogonal directions.
Different types of artifacts could alter properties of the synthesized texture more sig-
nificantly at a given scale and given domain. Therefore, multiscale attributes are extracted
and incorporated in our proposed metric. For example, changes in attributes due to the blur
artifact would be more pronounced in the high-frequency bands at lower scales and would
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Fig. 5.3: The General Framework of Our Proposed IGSTQA Method.
affect the granularity attributes of the texture. Tiling will also affect more significantly
attribute in higher-frequency bands and would affect the regularity. Loss of periodicity of
primitives affect significantly the regularity attribute. The wavelet-domain RR features are
computed as shown in Figure 5.4. First an L-level undecimated wavelet decomposition
[120] of the input texture image is performed (L = 4 in our implementation), where the
input is divided at each level into three subbands, namely low-low (LL), horizontal-high
(HH) and vertical-high (VH) subbands as in [78]. Our proposed quality index quantifies
the perceived synthesized texture quality by extracting spatial features (granularity [78]
and regularity [118]) and statistical features (standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness, and
entropy) at each scale.
The HH and VH subbands at the jth scale are denoted by HHj and V Hj , respectively.
For computing the granularity, Gj , and regularity, Rj , features at the jth scale, local peaks
are detected by locating (as in [78]) the local maxima of the wavelet coefficients’ magni-
tude along the rows and columns of the HHj and V Hj subbands, respectively. Distances
between adjacent located peaks are computed for every row (column) in the HHj ( V Hj )
subband. Then the spatial features for the considered texture image, namely, the granular-
ity, Gj , and regularity, Rj , are computed, respectively, as the mean and standard deviation
of the computed distances.
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Fig. 5.4: Block Diagram Illustrating the Computation of the RR Features for the Proposed Index.
Let GMj,N and R
M
j,N denote the granularity and regularity at the j
th scale, where M ∈
{r, s} and N ∈ {I, IGM}, with M = r denoting the reference texture, M = s denoting
the synthesized texture. N = I indicates that the spatial image (I) is used to compute the
RR features while N = IGM indicates that the gradient magnitude image (IGM ) is used to
compute the RR features. Furthermore, let σMH,j,N , K
M
H,j,N , S
M
H,j,N , E
r
H,j,N denote, respec-
tively, the standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness, and log energy entropy [121] of the jth
level subband HHj corresponding to M ∈ {r, s} and N ∈ {I, IGM}. Similarly, let σMV,j,N ,
KMV,j,N , S
M
V,j,N , E
r
V,j,N denote, respectively, the standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness, and
log energy entropy of the jth level subband V Hj . ∇KN is defined as:
∇KN =
∑
X∈{H,V }
∑L
j=1 |KrX,j,N −KsX,j,N |
2L
, (5.4)
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where ∇KN denotes the distance between the kurtosis attributes KrX,j,N and KsX,j,N of
the image (N = I) or gradient magnitude (N = IGM ) wavelet coefficients’ distribution.
Similarly,∇σN ,∇SN , and∇EN can be defined using Eq. (5.4) by replacing K with σ, S,
and E, respectively. Also, let ∇GN denote the granularity difference between the original
and synthesized texture in the raw image domain (N = I) or gradient magnitude image
domain (N = IGM ). ∇GN can be defined as follows:
∇GN =
max
j
|GrH,j,N −GsH,j,N |
2
+
max
j
|GrV,j,N −GsV,j,N |
2
,
(5.5)
where GrH,j,N (G
r
V,j,N ) and G
s
H,j,N (G
s
V,j,N ) denote, respectively, the granularity of the ref-
erence texture and the synthesized texture at the jth scale for the HH (VH) subband. Simi-
larly,∇RN can be defined using Eq. (5.5) by replacing the granularityGwith the regularity
R.
Perceptually relevant structures are further enhanced by combining the extracted fea-
tures from both the spatial and gradient magnitude domains. Finally, the proposed reduced-
reference Image- and Gradient-based Wavelet domain Syntheized Texture Quality (IGSTQA)
index, is computed as follows:
IGSTQA =
∑
N∈{I,IGM}
log(1 + α(∇KN +∇σN+
∇SN +∇EN +∇GN +∇RN)).
(5.6)
In Eq. (5.6), a value of α = 100 was found to yield good results across a wide variety of
images. However, the selection of this value is not critical; the results are very close when
α is chosen within a ±20% range.
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5.3 Results
This section analyses the performance of the methods (STQA and IGSTQA) in terms
of qualitative and quantitative results.
5.3.1 Qualitative Results
Figure 5.5 and 5.6 illustrates the performance of the proposed STQA and IGSTQA
indices on texture images with different qualities from the SynTEX [122] and Parametric
Quality Assessment Databases [95], respectively.
As shown in Figure 5.5 and 5.6, our algorithms can estimate the qualities of synthesized
texture images over a range of different qualities in a manner that is consistent with human
quality judgments (MOS). From Figure 5.5, it can be seen that as we move from left to
right within each row, both the MOS and the proposed STQA decrease in a similar trend.
In terms of the across-image quality assessment, as we move from top to bottom, the MOS
decreases and the proposed STQA follows a similar trend. Similarly, as shown in Figure
5.6, our proposed STQA and IGSTQA predict the perceived quality of texture images over
a range of different qualities in a manner that is consistent with human quality judgments
(DMOS). Notice that as we move from left to right within each row, the DMOS increases
and the proposed IGSTQA index follows a similar trend. In terms of the across-image
quality assessment, as we move from top to bottom, the DMOS increases and the proposed
IGSTQA follow a similar trend.
5.3.2 Quantitative Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed STQA and IGSTQA indices is ana-
lyzed in terms of their ability to predict subjective ratings of the synthesized texture qual-
ity. The performance of the proposed methods is evaluated in terms of prediction accuracy,
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IGSTQA=16.231
Average-Quality
Fig. 5.5: Qualitative Results for the Proposed RR STQA and IGSTQA Indices for Images Taken
from Database [122].
prediction monotonicity, and prediction consistency. To quantify the performance of the
proposed algorithms, STQA and IGSTQA are applied to two different synthesized texture
quality databases including the SynTEX Granularity [122] and Parametric Quality Assess-
ment [95] databases. The SynTEX Granularity [122] database contains 21 reference tex-
tures and 105 synthesized texture images generated by using five different texture synthesis
algorithms, and the Parametric Quality Assessment[95] database contains 42 reference tex-
tures and 252 synthesized texture images generated by using 6 different texture synthesis
algorithms.
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Fig. 5.6: Qualitative Results for the Proposed STQA and IGSTQA Indices for Synthesized Texture
Images Taken from the Parametric Quality Assessment Database [95].
Three commonly used performance metrics are employed. The prediction monotonic-
ity is measured via the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (SROCC). The Pear-
son linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) is measured between MOS (DMOS) and the ob-
jective scores after nonlinear regression. The root mean squared error (RMSE) between
MOS (DMOS) and the objective scores after nonlinear regression is also measured. Ta-
bles 1 and 2 provide the comparison between the proposed indices and popular FR and RR
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Table 5.1: Performance Evaluation Results of the Proposed STQA and IGSTQA Indices and Com-
parison with IQA Methods Using the SynTEX Granularity Database [122]. Bold and Italicized
Entries Are the Best and Second-Best Performers, Respectively.
SynTEX Granularity database[122]
# Features PLCC SROCC RMSE
PSNR FR 0.237 0.345 1.210
MS-SSIM[70] FR 0.293 0.122 1.105
STSSIM[72] FR 0.215 0.135 1.213
CWSSIM[112] FR 0.595 0.583 0.914
Parametric[95] FR 0.487 0.328 1.087
DIIVINE[113] NR 0.357 0.408 1.094
NIQE[114] NR 0.253 0.218 1.154
IL-NIQE[115] NR 0.543 0.512 0.985
RRED[41] Image Size
32
0.226 0.116 1.211
βW-SCM[36] 6 0.472 0.415 1.158
STQA (proposed) 7 0.770 0.777 0.792
IGSTQA (proposed) 24L 0.816 0.820 0.718
IQA algorithms using the SynTEX granularity database [122] and the Parametric Quality
Assessment[95] database, respectively. The results show that the modern FR and RR met-
rics do not perform well for quantifying the quality of synthesized textures. Moreover, it
can be observed that our proposed quality indices yield the highest correlation with the sub-
jective quality ratings in terms of PLCC, SROCC, and RMSE, while requiring a relatively
small number of parameters to be sent as side information.
5.4 Conclusion
Finding a balance between the number of RR features and the predicted image qual-
ity is at the core of the design of RR VQA methods. Moreover, estimating the quality of
synthesized textures is a very challenging task. In this chapter, two RR-training-free VQA
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Table 5.2: Performance Evaluation Results of the Proposed STQA and IGSTQA Indices and Com-
parison with IQA Methods Using the Parametric Quality Assessment Database [95]. Bold and
Italicized Entries Are the Best and Second-Best Performers, Respectively.
Parametric Quality Assessment database [95]
# Features PLCC SROCC RMSE
PSNR FR 0.083 0.075 0.952
MS-SSIM[70] FR 0.087 0.053 0.921
STSSIM[72] FR 0.045 0.054 0.964
CWSSIM[112] FR 0.015 0.002 0.953
Parametric[95] FR 0.412 0.481 0.253
DIIVINE[113] NR 0.351 0.203 0.254
NIQE[114] NR 0.185 0.054 0.315
IL-NIQE[115] NR 0.432 0.403 0.253
RRED[41] Image Size
32
0.208 0.188 0.255
βW-SCM[36] 6 0.375 0.398 0.254
STQA (proposed) 7 0.532 0.520 0.250
IGSTQA (proposed) 24L 0.733 0.679 0.170
methods are proposed. The initial proposed method assesses the perceived visual quality of
synthesized textures based on spatial and statistical texture attributes. As illustrated in the
results section, the initial index not only needs a very small number of RR features (7 fea-
tures), but also results in a higher quality prediction accuracy for measuring the perceived
fidelity of synthesized textures, when compared to the state-of-the-art FR and RR quality
metrics.
The second proposed method assesses the perceived visual quality of synthesized tex-
tures based on spatial and statistical features extracted from the wavelet transform of both
the texture image and its gradient magnitude. The latter proposed RR index, IGSTQA, out-
performs the state-of-the- art FR and RR quality metrics and yields the highest prediction
accuracy for measuring the perceived fidelity of synthesized textures and at the expense
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of an increased number of RR features as compared to our initial proposed STQA index;
however, the number of RR features needed for the propsoed IGSTQA is still significantly
less than state-of-the-art FR and RR quality metrics.
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Chapter 6
SPATIALLY-VARYING BLUR DETECTION BASED ON MULTISCALE FUSED AND
SORTED TRANSFORM COEFFICIENTS OF GRADIENT MAGNITUDES
The detection of spatially-varying blur without having any information about the blur type
is a challenging task. In this chapter, a novel effective approach is proposed to address
this blur detection problem from a single image without requiring any knowledge about the
blur type, level, or camera settings. Our approach computes blur detection maps based on
a novel High-frequency multiscale Fusion and Sort Transform (HiFST) of gradient mag-
nitudes. The evaluations of the proposed approach on a diverse set of blurry images with
different blur types, levels, and contents demonstrate that the proposed algorithm performs
favorably against the state-of-the-art methods qualitatively and quantitatively.
6.1 Introduction
Many images contain blurred regions. Blur can be caused by different factors such
as defocus, camera/object motion, or camera shake. While it is common in photography
to deliberately use a shallow focus technique to give prominence to foreground objects
based on defocus, unintentional blur due to degradation factors can decrease the image
quality. Blur detection plays an important role in many computer vision and computer
graphics applications including but not limited to image segmentation, depth estimation,
image deblurring and refocusing, and background blur magnification.
In recent years, a variety of methods have been proposed to address the issue of deblur-
ring by estimating blur kernels and performing a deconvolution [123–134]. In this work,
we do not aim to do kernel estimation and deconvolution. Instead, the objective of this
work is to propose an effective blur detection method from a single image without having
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Fig. 6.1: Example Results of our Proposed Blur Detection Method. (a) Input Images. (b) Ground-
Truth Binary Blur Maps, with White Corresponding to Sharp and Black Corresponding to Blurred
Region. (c) Grayscale Blur Detection Maps Generated by Our Proposed Method with Higher Inten-
sities Corresponding to Sharper Regions.
any information about the blur type, level, or the camera settings. Figure 6.1 shows sample
results of our proposed method.
Despite the success of existing spatially-varying blur detection methods, there are only
few methods focusing on spatially-varying blur detection regardless of the blur type [2–7],
and the rest perform well only on defocus blur or motion blur. Moreover, the performance
of most of the existing methods degrades drastically when taking into account the effects
of camera noise and distortion. Therefore, noise-free and artifact-free assumptions could
be unsuitable when dealing with real-word images.
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The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows. We propose a robust
spatially-varying blur detection method from a single image based on a novel high-frequency
multiscale fusion and sort transform (HiFST) of gradient magnitudes to determine the level
of blur at each location in an image. We evaluate our proposed algorithm on both defocus
and motion blur types to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. We also test the
robustness of our method by adding different levels of noise as well as different types and
levels of distortions to the input image. We compare our method with state-of-the-art al-
gorithms using their provided implementations and demonstrate that our proposed method
outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods quantitatively and qualitatively. Finally, we
provide a few applications of our method including camera focus points estimation, blur
magnification, depth of field estimation, depth from focus, and deblurring.
6.1.1 Related work
Blur detection methods can be divided into two categories: 1) methods that make
use of multiple images [135–140], and 2) methods that require only a single image [2–
7, 137, 141–152]. In the first category, a set of images of the same scene are captured
using multiple focus settings. Then the blur map is estimated during an implicit or explicit
process. Different factors such as occlusion and requiring the scene to be static cause the
application of these methods to be limited in practice. In recent years, several methods have
been proposed to recover a blur map from a single image without having any information
about the camera settings.
In general, blur detection algorithms from a single image can be divided into gradient-
based, intensity-based and transform-based algorithms. In [2], Chakrabarti et al. propose
a sub-band decomposition based approach. They estimate the likelihood function of a
given candidate point spread function (PSF) based on local frequency component analysis.
Liu et al.[3] propose a method which employs features such as image color, gradient, and
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spectrum information to classify blurred images. Shi et al.[4] propose a method based on
different features such as gradient histogram span, kurtosis, and data-driven local filters to
differentiate between blurred and unblurred image regions. Shi et al.[5] propose a method
based on utilizing a sparse representation of image patches using a learned dictionary for
the detection of slight perceivable blur. In [6], Su et al. propose a method based on ex-
amining singular value information to measure blurriness. The blur type (motion blur or
defocus blur) is then determined based on certain alpha channel constraints. In [7], Tang
et al. employ the image spectrum residual [153], and then they use an iterative updating
mechanism to refine the blur map from coarse to fine by exploiting the intrinsic relevance
of similar neighboring image regions.
In [143], Elder and Zucker propose a method that makes use of the first- and second-
order gradient information for local blur estimation. Bae and Durand [141] estimate the
size of the blur kernel at edges, building on the method by [143], and then propagate this
defocus measure over the image with a non-homogeneous optimization. In their propaga-
tion, they assume that blurriness is smooth where intensity and color are similar. Tai and
Brown [147] propose a method for estimating a defocus blur map based on the relationship
between the image contrast and the image gradient in a local image region, namely local
contrast prior. They use the local contrast prior to measure the defocus at each pixel and
then apply Markov Random Field propagation to refine the defocus map. In [148], Tang et
al. use the relationship between the amount of spatially-varying defocus blur and spectrum
contrast at edge locations to estimate the blur amount at the edge locations. Then a defocus
map is obtained by propagating the blur amount at edge locations over the image using a
non-homogeneous optimization procedure. Yi and Eramian [149] propose a local binary
patterns (LBP) based method for defocus blur segmentation by using the distribution of
uniform LBP patterns in blurred and unblurred image regions. Zhang and Hirakawa [133]
propose a method for estimating a defocus blur map from a single image via local fre-
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quency component analysis similar to [2]; they also incorporate smoothness and color edge
information into consideration to generate a blur map indicating the amount of blur at each
pixel. Zhuo and Sim [152] compute the defocus blur from the ratio between the gradients
of input and re-blurred images. Then they propagate the blur amount at edge locations to
the entire image via matting interpolation to obtain the full defocus map.
In comparison to these methods, the proposed estimates spatially-varying blur from a
single image. The proposed work is based on a multiscale transform decomposition fol-
lowed by the fusion and sorting of the high-frequency coefficients of gradient magnitudes.
The proposed method is not limited by the type of blur and does not require information
about the blur type, level, or camera settings. Experimental results demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness and robustness of our method in providing a reliable blur detection map for
different types and levels of blur.
6.2 Proposed algorithm
To motivate this work, first, the proposed High-frequency multiscale Fusion and Sort
Transform (HiFST) is described, and then its role in image blur detection.
6.2.1 High-frequency multiscale fusion and sort transform
The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) has emerged as one of the most popular trans-
formations for many computer vision and image compression applications. The DCT trans-
forms a signal from a spatial representation into a frequency representation. DCT coeffi-
cients can represent different frequencies, and therefore can be informative about the image
structure, energy, and bluriness. It is well known that blur would cause a reduction in the
high frequencies of the image. Here the DCT coefficients are divided into low-, middle-,
and high-frequency bands and consider the high-frequency DCT coefficients.
The proposed High-frequency multiscale Fusion and Sort Transform (HiFST) is based
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Fig. 6.2: Illustration of the Sorted Absolute Values of the High-Frequency DCT Coefficients for
a Sharp and Blurry Patch in a Semi-Log Plot. (a) An Input Image with Sharp (Red Patch) and
Blurry (Blue Patch) Regions, (b) Sharp Patch, (c) Blurry Patch, and (d) Semi-Log Plot of the Sorted
Absolute Values of the High-Frequency DCT Coefficients for the Sharp and Blurry Patches.
on computing locally at each pixel a patch-based multi-resolution (computed for different
patch sizes around each pixel) DCT. For each pixel, the high-frequency DCT coefficients
are extracted for each resolution (size of patch surrounding the considered pixel). The
high-frequency coefficients from all resolutions are then combined together in a vector and
sorted in the order of increasing absolute values. In this way, a vector of multiscale-fused
and sorted high-frequency transform coefficients is generated for each image pixel.
Figure 6.2 shows the semi-log plot of a sharp and blurry patch to illustrate the effective-
ness of the sorted absolute values of the high-frequency DCT coefficients in differentiating
between a sharp and blurry region. As shown in Figure 6.2, after sorting the absolute values
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of the high-frequency coefficients in increasing order, obtained using the grayscale versions
of patches (a) and (b), there is a clear visual difference between the sorted coefficients of
the blurred and unblurred patches. In other words, as shown in Figure 6.2, the values of
the sorted coefficients in the blurry block (red block) are correspondingly smaller than the
sorted coefficients values in the sharp block (blue block). The goal of this work is to model
this property for blur detection purposes.
Let I denote the N1 × N2-pixel input image. First, the DCT of the input image is
computed in a patch-wise manner. Let PMi,j (i
′, j′) denote a patch of size M ×M centered
at pixel (i, j), with i − ⌊M
2
⌋ ≤ i′ ≤ i + ⌊M
2
⌋
, and j − ⌊M
2
⌋ ≤ j′ ≤ j + ⌊M
2
⌋
, where bM
2
c
denotes floor of M
2
. Let PˆMi,j (υ, ν), 0 ≤ υ, ν ≤M − 1, denote the DCT of PMi,j (i′, j′).
In the proposed method, the computed DCT coefficients for each patch are divided into
three frequency bands, namely low, middle, and high-frequency bands [154], and consider
the high-frequency components. Figure 6.3 illustrates the three defined frequency bands
for a 7× 7 block.
Let HMi,j denote a vector consisting of the absolute values of the high-frequency DCT
coefficients of PˆMi,j . H
M
i,j is given by:
HMi,j = {|PˆMi,j (υ, ν)| : υ + ν ≥M − 1, 0 ≤ υ, ν ≤M − 1}. (6.1)
The increasingly sorted vector of the absolute values of high-frequency DCT coeffi-
cients is defined as:
Li,j = sort(H
M
i,j ), (6.2)
where Li,j is a 1 × M2+M2 vector. Let Li,j;t be the tth element in vector Li,j and let Lt be
the tth layer that is obtained by grouping all the tth elements Li,j;t for all positions (i, j).
Lt can be represented as an N1 ×N2 matrix given by:
Lt = {Li,j;t, 0 ≤ i < N1, 0 ≤ j < N2}. (6.3)
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Fig. 6.3: Illustration of DCT Coefficients for a 7 × 7 Block While Dividing Them Into Low-,
Middle-, and High-Frequency Bands.
The proposed HiFST consists of the M
2+M
2
normalized layers Lˆt, 1 ≤ t ≤ M2+M2 ,
where Lˆt is given by:
Lˆt =
Lt −min(Lt)
max(Lt)−min(Lt) , 1 ≤ t ≤
M2 +M
2
. (6.4)
By normalizing each layer between [0, 1], each layer can better differentiate between
the blurred and unblurred regions in the image and measure locally the level of blur. In
Eqs. (6.2)-(6.3), the blurred and unblurred regions are differentiated in a local adaptive
manner by extracting the high-frequency DCT coefficients in a block-wise manner and
then grouping and normalizing sorted DCT coefficients belonging to the same position.
In Figure 6.4 for illustration purposes, a normalized sorted high-frequency DCT de-
composition is employed on each 7 × 7 block with one block located at each pixel, which
leads to 28 layers. The first layer contains the normalized smallest high frequency values,
which yields to differentiating between the sharp and blurry regions. As we move toward
the higher layers which consist of larger high-frequency coefficients, we can see more
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Fig. 6.4: Illustration of the Normalized-Sorted High-Frequency Decomposition Layers for a Blurry
Image, where the Unblurred Regions Have Larger Values Than the Blurred Ones.
structures and edges appear for both the sharp and blurred regions while the discrimination
between blurred and unblurred regions is still noticeable.
Considering only one resolution may not accurately indicate whether an image or patch
is blurred or not. The scale ambiguity has been studied in various applications [4, 155].
Therefore, here a multiscale model is taken into account to fuse information from different
scales. With our multiscale analysis, our method is able to deal with blur in either small-
scale or large-scale structures, so that blurred and unblurred regions are detected more
effectively. A multiscale HiFST decomposition is utilized as follows:
Li,j = sort(
m⋃
r=1
HMri,j ), (6.5)
where Mr = 22+r if even and Mr = 22+r − 1 if odd,
⋃m
r=1 denotes the union of all the
high-frequency DCT coefficients computed in m different scales with different resolutions,
and Li,j is a 1 ×
∑m
r=1
Mr2+Mr
2
vector. Then Lt and Lˆt can be computed as described in
Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4).
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Fig. 6.5: Flowchart of Our Proposed Blur Detection Algorithm Along with Example Outputs for
each Stage.
6.2.2 Proposed spatially-varying blur detection
In the following, the spatially-varying blur detection approach is presented in details.
The proposed method is based on the fusion, sorting, and normalization of multiscale high-
frequency DCT coefficients of gradient magnitudes to detect blurred and unblurred regions
from a single image without having any information about the camera settings or the blur
type. The flowchart of our proposed algorithm is provided in Figure 6.5. A blurred image,
B, can be modeled as follows:
B = A ∗ b+ n, (6.6)
where A is a sharp latent image, b is the blur kernel, ∗ is the convolution operator, and n
is the camera noise. Our goal is to estimate the blur map from the observed blurry image
B. Given the image B, first, a Gaussian filter with a small kernel is applied to remove the
high-frequency noise. The Gaussian filter is given by:
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Fig. 6.6: Demonstration of Multiscale Blur Perception for Different Scales. The Blur Confidence
Highly Depends on the Patch Scale.
g(i, j;σ) =
1
2piσ2
exp(−i
2 + j2
2σ2
), (6.7)
where σ is set to 0.5 in our experiment. Let Bg denote the Gaussian filtered image of the
input blurry image B. The gradient magnitudes of an image can effectively capture image
local structures, to which the human visual system is highly sensitive. By computing the
gradient magnitudes, most of the spatial redundancy is removed, and the image structure
and shape components are preserved. The gradient magnitude image G of the Gaussian
filtered image, Bg, is computed by:
G =
√
(Bg ∗ hx)2 + (Bg ∗ hy)2, (6.8)
where hx =
 1 0
0 −1
, and hy =
 0 1
−1 0
.
Next, HiFST (Section 2.1) decomposition is applied on the computed gradient image,
G, in a multiscale manner. As shown in Figure 6.6, blur can be perceived differently
in different scales. Given an image G, its multiscale HiFST is computed as described in
Section 2.1 where the image I is now replaced with the gradient magnitude imageG. Lt and
Lˆt are computed as described in Section 2.1, where m = 4. To compute our proposed blur
detection map, only the first
∑m
r=1Mr layers are considered. Based on our experiment and
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observation, using the first
∑m
r=1 Mr layers
1 of the HiFST provides sufficient information
to compute the blur map. Our proposed blur detection map, D, is computed as follows:
D = T ◦ ω, (6.9a)
where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product of matrices T and w whose elements are given by:
Ti,j = max({Lˆi,j;t : t = 1, ...,
m∑
r=1
Mr}),
0 ≤ i < N1, 0 ≤ j < N2,
(6.9b)
ωi,j = −
∑
(i′,j′)∈Rk
(i,j)
P (Ti′,j′) log[P (Ti′,j′)], (6.9c)
where Rk(i,j) denotes a k × k patch centered at pixel (i, j), and P denotes a probability
function. From Eqs. (9b) and (9c), it can be seen that T is obtained by max pooling, and ω
is obtained by computing the local entropy map of T , using a k × k neighborhood around
the corresponding pixel in T (in the proposed implementation k = 7) 1 . The entropy map
(ω) is used as a weighting factor to give more weight to the salient regions in the image.
The final blur map is smoothed using edge-preserving filters [156] to suppress the influence
of outliers and preserve boundaries.
The proposed algorithm is further extend to estimate the camera focus points map.
The camera focus points map shows the focus points of the camera while taking a photo.
Intuitively, this region should have the highest intensity in the blur detection map. The
camera focus points is computed map by as follows:
F =

1
0
D′ ≥ Th
D′ < Th
, (6.10)
1 The selection of this value is not critical. The results are very close when the value is chosen within a
±20% range.
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Fig. 6.7: Quantitative Precision-Recall Comparison on the Blur Dataset [4] for Different Methods.
where F denotes the camera focus points map and D′ is a Gaussian smoothed version of
D, normalized between [0,1]. In the proposed experiment, the threshod value, Th, is set to
0.98.1
6.3 Results
In this section we evaluate the performance of our proposed method, HiFST, quantita-
tively and qualitatively. Here we show that our proposed method outperforms the existing
algorithms in terms of both quantitative and qualitative results regardless of the blur type.
Moreover, we evaluate the robustness of our method to different types and levels of distor-
tions.
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For quantitative comparison, we evaluate our method on a variety of images with differ-
ent types and amount of blur provided in dataset [4] and compare our results with state-of-
the-art algorithms [2–7, 141, 148, 149, 152]. Figure 6.7 shows the precision-recall curve
for the blur dataset [4], which consists of 296 images with motion blur and 704 images
with defocus blur. In our experiment, we binarized the blur detection map by varying the
threshold within the range [0, 255]. Our proposed method achieves the highest precision
within the entire recall range [0, 1], which conveys its potential for different levels and
types of blur.
In Figures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10, we evaluate the performance of our method qualitatively
on images provided in [4, 5] with different contents as well as different types and levels
of blur, in which we added zero-mean Gaussian noise with σ2 = 10−4 to take into ac-
count the camera noise. Although the amount of noise is not easily noticeable by human
eyes, it simulates the practical camera noise case. We evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm against the state-of-the-art methods [2–7, 149]. In the provided maps, the
unblurred regions have higher intensities than the blurred ones. As shown in Figure 6.8,
6.9, and 6.10, our proposed method can handle different types of blur and can distinguish
between the blurred and unblurred regions effectively. Algorithms [2, 149] dramatically
failed due to their sensitivity to the noise or type of blur. Moreover, although algorithms
[3–7] can detect the blur map for some of the images, their detected maps include incor-
rectly labeled regions compared to the ground-truth. In contrast, our proposed method can
distinguish between the blurred and unblurred regions with high accuracy regardless of the
blur type.
In Figure 6.11, we consider images which are taken by a Canon EOS 70D camera
under a static scene. In Figure 6.11(a), we focus on the face of each of the objects. In
Figure 6.11(b), we provide a zoom-in part of the selected regions in Figure 6.11(a) inside
the square to illustrate the unblurred region better. Figure 6.11(c) shows the estimated
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Fig. 6.8: Visual Comparison on Images Selected from [4] While Adding Zero-Mean Gaussian Noise
with σ2 = 10−4 to the Input Images.
blur map for each of the images in Figure 6.11(a) with the larger values representing more
sharp/unblurred regions. In Figure 6.11(d), we threshold the results in Figure 6.11(c), and
in Figure 6.11(f), we compute the camera focus points map as explained in the paper (red
spot inside the square).
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Fig. 6.9: Visual Comparison on Images Selected from [4] While Adding Zero-Mean Gaussian Noise
with σ2 = 10−4 to the Input Images.
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Fig. 6.10: Visual Comparison on Images Selected from [4] While Adding Zero-Mean Gaussian
Noise with σ2 = 10−4 to the Input Images.
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Fig. 6.11: Qualitative Evaluation of Proposed Method. (a) Input Images While the Camera Focus
is on the Face of Each of the Objects from Left to Right. (b) Close Up Images of the Area in the
Square in Images in (a). (c) Our Blur Detection Map. (d) Thresholded Results of our Proposed Map
in (c). (e) Computed Camera Focus Points Using Our Proposed Method.
Furthermore, Figure 6.12 (a) demonstrates the effectiveness of our multiscale approach
by comparing it to just using one single scale. We evaluate the precision-recall curves
resulting from our method when it just uses one scale at a time (Mr = 22+r−1, 1 ≤ r ≤ 4)
and compare it to our final multiscale method. As shown in Figure 6.12 (a) employing all
the scales leads to the best results. Furthermore, to validate the robustness of our method
qualitatively and quantitatively, we test our method on dataset [4] while adding zero-mean
Gaussian noise with different densities to the input images. In our experiment the variance
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(σ2) of the noise is varied between zero to 10−2. As shown in Figure 6.12(b), the resulting
precision-recall curves in the presence of noise with σ2 = {0, 10−5, 10−4} are almost the
same. By adding noise with larger variances, σ2 = 10−3 and σ2 = 10−2, the precision-
recall curves show only a slight drop in performance as compared to the noise-free case
and show that the proposed method still achieves competitive results.
In Figure 6.13, we evaluate the the performance of our method as well as state-of-the-
art methods qualitatively on images undergoing different types and levels of distortions,
such as zero-mean Gaussian noise, adaptive noise, JPEG, and JPEG2000. As shown in
Figure 6.13, although most of the state-of-the-art methods fail to perform well on distorted
images, our method performs well for high and average quality images. As the quality of
the images decreases to low quality, the performance of our method decreases.
Finally, to further demonstrate the performance of our proposed method for different
blur types, we test our algorithms on 6 synthetic examples of an image with different types
of blur on the background region, such as lens, Gaussian, motion, radial, zoom, and surface
blur. In Figure 6.14, we evaluate the performance of our method as well as state-of-the-art
methods that on six simulated blur types including Lens, Gaussian, Motion, Radial, Zoom,
and Surface blur. As shown in Figure 6.14, our proposed method can handle all these
blur types accurately compared to the ground-truth. Moreover, in the last row of Figure
6.14, we provide thresholded results of our proposed method to demonstrate its potential
in segmenting blurred and unblurred regions.
6.4 Applications
In this section, we demonstrate the use of our proposed blur detection map in a few
applications, such as blur magnification, deblurring, depth of field (DOF), depth from focus
(DFF), and camera focus points estimation.
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Fig. 6.12: (a) Precision-Recall Curves Between Our Proposed Method in a Multiscale Manner
and the Results of our Method via Each Scale Separately. (b) Precision-Recall Comparison of the
Proposed Method on the Blur Dataset [4] in Which a Zero-Mean Gaussian Noise with Different
Variance σ2 = {0, 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2} is Added to the Input Image.
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Fig. 6.13: Qualitative Comparison of Our Proposed Method to State-Of-The-Art Methods for Im-
ages in the CSIQ Database [20] Underging Different Distortions in Different Levels.
6.4.1 Blur Magnification
Given the estimated blur map, we can perform blur magnification [141]. Blur mag-
nification increases the level of blur in out-of-focus areas and makes the image have a
shallower DOF. Therefore, the in-focus object would be highlighted more. Figure 6.15
shows examples of blur magnification by using our detected blur map.
6.4.2 Deblurring
In Figure 6.16, we use our estimated blur map (Figure 6.16(b)) in the deblurring algo-
rithm described in [157] and recover the clear image; Figure 6.16(c) represents the deblur-
ring result.
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Fig. 6.14: Visual Comparison of Our Proposed Method to State-Of-The-Art Methods for Different
Blur Type Images.
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Fig. 6.15: Blur Magnification. (a) Input Image. (b) Our Estimated Blur Map. (c) Results After Blur
Magnification Using Our Proposed Blur Map.
Fig. 6.16: Application of Our Proposed Method in Deblurring. (a) Input Image. (b) Our Estimated
Blur map. (c) Deblurred Results.
6.4.3 Depth of field estimation
Depth of Field (DOF) refers to the area of the picture that is in-focus in an image. It is
determined by three factors, including aperture size, distance from the lens, and the focal
length of the lens. Let D˜ denote the median of the normalized blur map D, and be used as
an estimation for the DOF. In Figure 6.17, we provide four images which are taken with
the same camera and distance from the objects. In our experiment, the camera focus is set
to be on the face of the front object and the aperture size changes by choosing different f-
stop, such as f/2.8, f/5, f/16, and f/22. As shown in Figure 6.17, by decreasing the aperture
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size (increasing the f-stop) the DOF increases and our blur map as well as D˜ change in a
consistent way. Also as shown in the third row of Figure 6.17, the camera focus points map
(red spot inside the square) for all the images stay consistent.
Fig. 6.17: Application of Our Proposed Method in Detecting Blur for a Photo Taken Under Different
Aperture Sizes in a Dynamic Setting. First Row: Input Images. Second Row: Detected Blur Maps;
D˜ Denotes the Median Value of the Normalized Blur Map D. Third Row: Estimated Camera Focus
Points.
6.4.4 Depth from focus
In Figure 6.18, we provide the application of our proposed method for depth from focus
(DFF). As shown in Figure 6.18, by changing the camera focus, our estimated blur maps
change in a consistent way.
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Fig. 6.18: Application of Our Method to Changing the Camera Focus and DFF. (a)& (c) Are Images
With Different Focus Areas. (b) & (d) are our estimated maps.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have addressed the challenging problem of blur detection from a
single image without having any information about the blur type or the camera settings.
An effective blur detection method is proposed. The proposed method is based on a high-
frequency multiscale fusion and sort transform, which makes use of high-frequency DCT
coefficients of the gradient magnitudes from multiple resolutions. Our algorithm achieves
state-of-the-art results on blurred images with different blur types and blur levels. To ana-
lyze the potential of our method, we also evaluated it on images with different types of blur
as well as different levels and types of distortions. Furthermore, it has been shown that the
proposed method can benefit different computer vision applications including camera focus
points map estimation, blur magnification, depth of field estimation, depth from focus, and
deblurring.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation contributes to the fields of several important issues related to visual im-
age quality assessment and blur detection. This work proposes novel objective reduced-
reference image and texture quality assessment methods as well as a novel method for
spatially-varying blur detection from a single image. This chapter summarizes the main
contributions of this work and suggests possible research directions.
7.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• A novel training-free low-cost RRIQA method that requires a very small number
of RR features. The proposed RRIQA algorithm is based on the discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) of locally weighted gradient magnitudes. The human visual sys-
tem’s contrast sensitivity and neighborhood gradient information are used to weight
the gradient magnitudes in a locally adaptive manner. The RR features are com-
puted by measuring the entropy of each DWT subband, for each scale, and pooling
the subband entropies along all orientations, resulting in L RR features (one average
entropy per scale) for an L-level DWT. Extensive experiments performed on seven
large-scale benchmark databases demonstrate that the proposed RRIQA method de-
livers highly competitive performance as compared with the state-of-the-art RRIQA
models as well as full reference ones for both natural and texture images.
• The first subjective database to study the effect of texture granularity on texture syn-
thesis. The effect of an important texture attribute, namely texture granularity, on
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the perceived quality of synthesized textures is studied. For this purpose, subjective
studies conducted to assess the quality of synthesized textures with different levels
(low, medium, high) of perceived texture granularity using different types of texture
synthesis methods.
• Two novel reduced-reference (RR) objective quality assessment methods that quan-
tify the perceived quality of synthesized textures. The proposed RR metrics exhibits
a significantly low overhead as compared to existing RR metrics by only requiring
the transmission a relatively small number of parameters as side information. Per-
formance evaluations on two synthesized texture databases demonstrate that the pro-
posed RR metrics outperform the full-reference (FR), reduced-reference (RR), and
no-reference (NR), state-of-the-art quality metrics in predicting the perceived visual
quality of the synthesized textures.
• A novel effective approach for the detection of spatially-varying blur from a single
image without requiring any knowledge about the blur type, level, or camera settings.
Our approach computes blur detection maps based on a novel High-frequency multi-
scale Fusion and Sort Transform (HiFST) of gradient magnitudes. The evaluations of
the proposed approach on diverse sets of blurry images with different blur types, lev-
els, and content demonstrate that the proposed algorithm performs favorably against
the state-of-the-art methods qualitatively and quantitatively.
7.2 Future Directions
While this work provides several important contributions in the area of image quality
assessment and image understanding, there are several directions of research that can be
explored as future work:
• Designing no-reference(NR) image quality assessment (IQA) methods for general
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or distortion-based applications for natural and texture images. Although RR-IQA
methods reduce the required information to assess the quality of the images, for many
applications a reference image is not available, and NR-IQA algorithms are needed
for such applications.
• Recent advances in deep learning show that learned features obtained from initial
stages of convolutional neural networks (CNN) trained for object detection and recog-
nition prove to be very useful in other vision related tasks. Studying the effect of
image quality on these tasks would be very useful.
• Using automated methods for assessing the quality of synthesized texture quality to
control and optimize the performance of various applications such as visual com-
pression, segmentation, and retrieval. For example, using perceptual-based texture
synthesis methods in image and video compression standards can help in reducing
the bit-rate while maintaining a desired visual quality.
• Incorporating color information in blur detection. The proposed blur detection algo-
rithm operates only Moreover, the proposed blur detection on the luminance compo-
nent of the image. Exploring how the color information can be used to enhance the
blur detection performance for some applications would be of interest.
• Explore how proposed blur detection algorithm can be used to improve the perfor-
mance of other applications not considered in this work including but not limited to
depth estimation, 3D scene reconstruction, 3D visual compression, and depth-based
image enhancement and restoration.
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